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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Summary

Dynamic positioning, tracking and low-speed manoeuvring have for a long time de
fied attempts to properly analyse and predict the performance. This is undoubtedly
due to the complexity ofthis dynamic problem where not only hydrodynamic aspects
are important but where also control aspects form an integral part of the system.

Traditionally the field of DP or low-speed manoeuvring was analysed by split
ting the problem into smaller parts more amenable to analysis. These parts are
for example environmental forces (waves, wind and current), control systems and
propulsive forces. Each aspect was considered separately and no full coverage of the
problem was undertaken.

With the development of time-domain simulation programs more integral anal
yses were undertaken which, despite their complexity, yielded valuable results per
taining to the design and operability assessment.

Despite this major step forward, many white areas remain in the description of
the various components relevant for this topic. One of these components is the force
that can be generated by propellers, rudders and thrusters during the low-speed
manoeuvers inherent to DP, tracking and harbour manoeuvers.

The large number of parameters involved in this particular problem do not allow
an experimental and systematic coverage of the various phenomena. Instead recourse
must be taken to a combination of experiments and calculations which together
eventually will yield a prediction tool that can be used to further improve the analysis
of low-speed manoeuvers.

With CFD codes finding their way in practical applications, such a combined
analysis is gradually becoming feasible. Experiments are then used to validate and
complement computations. The present work is the first such approach to the partic
ular problem of thruster effectivity during DP, tracking and low-speed manoeuvers.
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1.2 General

The concept of dynamic positioning (DP) or dynamic tracking (DT) has become
increasingly popular in the last twenty years, both in the offshore industry as well
as other areas of seagoing activities.

This change was caused by several factors. In the offshore industry activities
were shifting towards increased water depths which in some cases prohibit the use of
conventional passive mooring systems. The flexibility and mobility of DP systems
led to its (still limited) application for the exploitation of marginal oil fields, with the
added advantage that assistance of anchor handling vessels is no longer necessary.

The latter advantage is also beneficial for cable or pipe laying vessels which
nowadays may be fitted with dynamic tracking (DT) systems. Indeed there seems
to be a trend for oil companies to require the use of actively controlled ships in the
vicinity of subsea pipe lines to avoid the risk that these may be damaged by the use
of anchors.

In some cases a combination of a passive and an active system will lead to the
optimum solution in terms of economy as well as safety. This can be the case for
mooring systems where DP is used only for severe weather conditions or where it is
used to increase the damping of the system, thus limiting the maximum loads.

In such cases the size ofthe Single Point Mooring System may be reduced and/or
the disconnection operation can be delayed or even omitted. Also the operation of
the entire system can be continued in the event that the DP system malfunctions,
provided this does not occur during a severe weather period.

DP or DT can also be beneficial in other areas of shipping industry. Examples
are dredging vessels [e.g. trenching, stone dumping, beach replenishment) and naval
ships (mine hunters in hunting or hovering mode).

Dynamic Positioning is a natural extension of the widely used autopilot which
serves to control the course of the ship by means of rudder action. The remainder
of the control is performed by the helmsman who will normally adjust the pitch or
rpm of the main propeller(s).

Inside a port a more complex manoevring task awaits the ship master or pilot
eventually resulting in berthing the ship. The conventional autopilot is useless in
that case on account of the low thrust levels of the main propeller(s) and the ma
noeuvres have to be done manually using the main propellers, rudders and, if present
the side thrusters.

For present-day ferries and container ships the complexity of this task becomes
enormous due to the large wind areas and the speed with which the manoeuvres,
often in severely restricted water, must be carried out. Therefore a joy-stick is often
applied which takes care of the translation of the required thrust vector into the
propeller and rudder settings.

Whatever mode of control is employed (automatic, manual or a combination)
and irrespective of the application (DP, tracking or low-speed manoeuvring), it is
essential to know what forces the propellers, thrusters and rudders exert on the ship
in the encountered conditions.
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This is important for the sizing of the propellers and the power plant, the se
lection of the thruster arrangement, the design of the control algorithm in case of
automatic control, the assessment of the workability and the proper handling of the
ship. In short knowledge about these forces is essential for designing and operating
a vessel as well as possible.

1.3 Motivation for the Present Work

It is a well-known fact that the total forces necessary to propel a body are usually
not equal in magnitude to the forces on the same body experiencing the same motion
but now being towed. This difference arises on account of the so-called propeller-hull
interaction.

In the normal stationary free-sailing condition of a ship the interaction between
the propeller and the hull is commonly described by three factors: the effective wake
fraction, the thrust deduction factor and the relative rotative efficiency.

The introduction of the first factor allows the use of an open water diagram to
investigate the propulsive behaviour of the ship-propeller system. It reflects the fact
that on account of the presence of the hull, the inflow velocity into the propeller
differs from the ship's speed.

The second factor, the thrust deduction factor, serves to incorporate the differ
ence between the bare hull resistance force at a given speed and the required thrust
to propel the same hull with the same speed. Essentially this difference is a conse
quence of the changed flow around the ship caused by the propeller operation. In
other words: the resistance is changed by the presence of the propeller. Therefore
the rarely used 'resistance augmentation factor' is more appropriate compared to
the thrust deduction factor.

The operational conditions for DP, tracking and low speed manoeuvring differ
widely from the above mentioned free-sailing condition. In the first place instation
ary conditions are inherent due to the low-frequency motions, the variable thrust
vectors as well as the first-order ship motions. Secondly, the low speeds encoun
tered may lead to inflow directions which deviate significantly from the alongship
direction. Also the use of azimuthing thrusters or tunnel thrusters leads to thrust
directions which do not coincide with this alongship direction. Further it may be
expected that other propellers operating in the vicinity of the considered thruster or
propeller will not only alter its effective inflow velocity, and hence its thrust, but will
also affect the net force which this thruster exerts on the ship. Next, the effect of
wind and waves, which more often than not dominates the current, leads to thrust
levels of the propellers which are not in balance with the current (or resistance)
forces. This is similar to a tug in towing condition. Finally, restricted water (shal
low water or the presence of quays) is often encountered, changing the performance
of the propulsion devices.

These phenomena all combine to the fact that for a proper design and operation
of a vessel operating at low speeds it is not sufficient to know the bollard pull of
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each of the propellers. This is similar to the design of a normal cargo vessel which
has to meet its trial speed requirement: for this purpose it does not suffice to have
the open water diagram of its propeller(s).

For the conditions inherent to dynamic positioning, tracking and low speed ma
noeuvring, Le.

• low speed

• drift angle varying from 0 to 360 degrees

• thrust vectors largely uncorrelated with the current force vector

• widely varying propulsion arrangements

• restricted water

• instationary behaviour,

little is known about wake fractions or resistance augmentation factors.
With the increasing importance of DP and low speed manoeuvring the designer

as well as the operator must have more information about the propulsive phenomena
which occur in the above mentioned situations. This work is aimed at contributing
to this knowledge by describing a computational tool that can be used for detailed
analyses and by providing insight into the hydrodynamic phenomena. Further it
gives access to a rather comprehensive set of experimental data which can be useful
for both design as well as operational analysis.

Before proceeding with the the most relevant past work on the propulsive phe
nomena for low speed manoeuvring, DP or Dynamic Tracking we can now identify
the object of the present work, which will be:

1. Establish a theoretical and computational framework for a method that can be
used to give detailed qualitative and in many cases also quantitative predictions
of the various forms of interaction.

2. Obtain increased insight in the underlying hydrodynamic behaviour, using
computational fluid dynamics techniques.

3. Obtain quantitative data which can be used in future analyses of ships fitted
with the propulsive devices discussed in this work and which perform low speed
manoeuvres.

4. Establish the correlation between calculated and measured results for a limited
number of cases, and show some trends which may be expected.

The present work addresses these topics in both a computational as well as an ex
perimental manner and constitutes the first attempt to perform an in-depth analysis
of thruster effectivity for conditions typical for DP and low-speed manoeuvring.
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A note of caution relates to the fact that the present work is concerned with
phenomena on model scale. The application of the present results to full scale is not
of concern here although experience indicates that their use leads to an adequate
description of the full scale behaviour.

Finally it is remarked that all reported work refers to stationary conditions in still
water. Effects of ship motions, (low-frequency or wave-frequency) are not considered.

1.4 Summary of Previous Work

The study of the performance of conventional propellers in off-design conditions is by
no means new: Troost [1] already pointed to the behaviour of the thrust deduction
factor for bollard pull conditions.

Harvald [2]presented model test results for the wake (w) and thrust (t) deduction
factors in non-equilibrium conditions, Le. conditions where the sum of the ship
resistance force (allowing for resistance augmentation effects) and the thrust do not
equal zero. Harvald however restricted his attention to ship speeds in the direction
of the longitudinal ship axis ({3 = 0,180) and to single propeller cases.

Large variations with advance ratio of t and w were found which were partly
attributed to their definition. The variation appeared to depend on whether the
speed or the rpm were kept constant. Harvald further concluded that w and t for
overload conditions could be derived from the freely running ship values using his
measured results.

The above referenced work was valid for inflow directions parallel to the longi
tudinal ship axis. It is well known that oblique inflow alters the characteristics of
open or nozzled propellers, see e.g, Dyne [3], Taniguchi etal [4], Shields [5], Moberg
etal [6], Gutsche [7], Bussemaker etal [8], Van Leest etal [9], Binek etal [10], Van der
Made etal [11] and Oosterveld etal [12]. The work of Dyne, Taniguchi etal, Shields
and Moberg etal is limited to small flow inclinations (upto 15 degrees) while the other
authors cover also larger inclinations. The systematic experiments of Oosterveld etal
[12] are by far the most comprehensive and cover four quadrant measurements for a
range of inflow angles and show the significance of the effect. These measurements
refer to the the commonly used MARIN 19A and 37 nozzles which were designed at
MARIN and are discussed by e.g. Van Manen [13], [14], Van Manen etal [15], and
Oosterveld [16], [17].

The mentioned measurements of Oosterveld etal [12] not only cover nozzled
propellers as commonly found in DP ships but also open propellers where similar
effects are observed. Gutsche developed a simple theoretical model to calculate the
propeller performance in inclined flow, [7].

If the propellers are mounted on the hull similar effects may be expected although
due account has to be taken of the influence of the hull on the effective inflow speed
and direction, see e.g. Yumuro [18], Kose [19] or Inoue [20]. For conditions relevant
for normal manoeuvring operations this effect has been studied experimentally.

The above mentioned research is restricted to relatively small drift angles and
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to the conventional main propeller(s).
For DP use is often made of compass or azimuthing thrusters which may assume

any thrust direction. These thrusters are in some cases located below the keel and
are often found in groups. Such arrangements may suffer from thruster-thruster and
thruster-hull interactions.

The thrusters may operate in each others slipstream with a consequent loss of
thrust according to Wise etal [21], English [22], English etal [23], Van der Made etal
[11] and Lehn [24]. Similar findings were reported by Moberg etal [6], Nienhuis [25]
and Van den Boom etal [26]. Nienhuis [25] reported a semi-empirical method capa
ble of adequately predicting this thrust degradation starting from the assumption,
which was later confirmed, that the slip stream behaves similar to a turbulent jet.
A correlation of calculations with this method and model measurements was also
reported by Davison etal [27].

Also thruster-hull interaction may occur which is similar to the phenomena ac
counted for by the previously mentioned thrust deduction factor. The effect can
however be more severe because of the location of the thrusters. In some cases
the propeller wash may impinge on the hull leading to large thrust degradations,
in other cases the slip stream may be deflected by the bilge with similar losses of
effectivity, see [28] as well as the work of Norrby etal [29], [30] where indications of
the extent of this effect are given. Minsaas etal [31] also gives some results on the
thrust degradation. The slip stream deflection can be ascribed to the Coanda effect,
see English [22]: on account of the entrainment into the jet a low pressure region
arises which causes the jet to deflect towards the body. Experimental results on the
velocity distribution in the deflected jet were presented by Nienhuis [32].

Wise etal [21] and English etal [23] also gave some experimental results for the
effective force generated by the thrusters in a 3 knot current. Significant thruster
hull interactions were found for some cases, the exact magnitude of which could not
be assessed since the thrust of the individual propellers was not measured. English
etal [23] gave pressure distributions around the hull for one thrust condition, showing
quite large low pressure areas caused by the thruster operation.

For a semi-submersible considerable additional thrust losses may be observed
if the slipstream of a thruster located on one pontoon hits the other floater, see
Moberg etal [6]. Note that similar phenomena may also occur for a towed object
where the net towing force is reduced because of the tug propeller wash impinging
on the towed structure, see Brix [33].

As discussed before, the characteristics of propellers change with changing angle
of incidence of the inflow. Tunnel thrusters can be regarded as ducted propellers
with a ship-shaped body acting as the duct. Therefore a similar change of propulsive
characteristics may be expected.

English etal [34] investigated the side force induced by a tunnel thruster at
forward speed. They found a reduced side force compared to the bollard pull value
which deteriorated with increasing forward speed upto a certain speed after which
a gradual improvement was observed. Their results were similar to those found
previously during the investigation of VTOL aircraft, see Gregory etal [35], [36] and
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Jordinson [37].
The reduction of the side force was attributed to the change of the pressure

distribution caused by the deflection of the propeller slip stream. This effect was
confirmed by pressure measurements in the vicinity of the tunnel exit area.

Comparing the results for a large flat plate with those for a ship hull, English
etal found a smaller reduction of the side force for the latter case, which was thought
to be due to the location of the tunnel close to the keel, thus limiting the area of
low pressures. Cooper [38] performed a simple theoretical analysis of the side force
reduction valid for an infinitely extending flat plate at zero drift angle and confirmed
the cause of this reduction as well as the order of magnitude.

Other authors have also investigated the force reduction, see e.g, Stuntz etal [39],
Norrby [40], Ridley [41]and Chislett etal [42]. A disadvantage of these investigations
was the fact that it was not possible to measure both the thrust at the vertical drive
as well as the total force on the ship. Chislett etal [42] however concluded from their
research that the major part of the speed dependence was indeed due to the changed
pressure distribution on the ship's hull and not to a changed impeller thrust.

They also found that the turning moment behaves similar to the side force for
relatively low ship speeds. For higher ship speeds however the side force stays ap
proximately constant whereas the turning moment increases significantly, indicating
a large shift in the point of application of the suction force.

Beveridge [43] investigated these effects for a submarine-shaped hull and found
similar results. He concluded from his data that the bow thruster inflow did not
play a major role, that the relative duct size was important and that the effect could
be diminished by extending the duct beyond the hull.

Another means of reducing the suction force was put forward by Brix [44], [45]
who investigated the use of an anti-suction tunnel, a small tunnel located aft of
the bow thruster which serves as a pressure equalization duct and thus reduces the
suction force.

Brix [44], [45], [46], [47], [48], [49] has presented many experimental results on
tunnel thruster effectivity which all showed similar tendencies as discussed before
and which also confirmed that the side force reduction is less for astern speeds, an
observation which was already made before by Ridley [41].

All analyses were restricted to forward or astern speed excluding other incidence
angles which are normal for dynamic positioning or tracking. Kijima [50] theoret
ically investigated the influence of a small drift angle on the tunnel thruster side
force. His results showed that the side force and especially the turning moment
were rather insensitive to the drift angle for small values of the angle. For somewhat
larger values his calculations predicted larger influences. For large angles his method
is not applicable.

English etal [34] suspected a significant influence of the presence of a quay on
the side thruster force. This effect was observed for the similar situation of a VTOL
aircraft during take-off and landing, [51].

Taniguchi etal [52] have investigated this effect in more detail showing influences
of distance to the quay, heading relative to the quay, water depth and ship shape.
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Other authors have investigated the thrust degradation of tunnel thrusters in
waves, see Karlsen etal [53], Nienhuis [32] and Minsaas etal [31].

Stern thrusters may be expected to behave similar to bow thrusters. However
some complications may be expected since the operation of the main propeller(s) and
the rudders will affect the performance of these thrusters, see Pronk etal [54] who
indicates a strong influence. Also the presence of propeller shafts in case of a twin
propeller ship may lead to further thrust degradations. Scarce information about
these effects is available in the literature, consisting mainly of the work published
by Van Hooren etal [55] and Jonk [56] on the crabbing performance of ships. Jonk
adds some results which indicate the importance of quay proximity. Brix [33] shows
some measured hull pressure distributions due to two oppositely operating main
propellers.

Although useful in obtaining some, if limited, insight in the importance of the
various forms of interaction, most of the work in this field is restricted to showing
some overall results. It does not provide substantial insight in the phenomena in
volved and hardly any trends can be isolated. Therefore its application to other
situations or ships is rendered impossible.

1.5 Summary of Present Work

Chapter 2 deals with the theoretical and experimental tools which have been used
during the investigations. It will discuss the calculation models developed in the
course of the present investigation, the measurement techniques and equipment used
for the experiments, the ship models tested as well as the propulsive devices which
were used.

The theoretical analysis employs a method aimed at solving the three-dimensional
time-averaged Reynolds equations for a turbulent flow employing a finite difference
method.

The computational tool developed in the course of this work is based on methods
reported in the literature. It is aimed at being able to cover most of the forms of
interaction between propellers and hulls relevant for DP and low speed manoeuvring.

The numerical model incorporates the commonly employed Hybrid scheme for
calculating the convected quantities. It also includes the Quadratic Upstream Inter
polation Convective Kinematics (QUICK) scheme which introduces less numerical
viscosity compared to this Hybrid scheme. The method is designed to calculate the
flow induced by a number of thrusters with or without the presence of a simply
shaped hull form. This form is restricted to an arbitrary arrangement of rectangular
flat plates allowing the use of a Carthesian coordinate system.

In the present study the object of this tool is primarily to allow an increased in
sight into the phenomena which play a role for the thruster effectivity, see Chapter
3. However it is found that the numerical model, although demanding considerable
CPU power, is sufficiently refined to also give quantitatively meaningful results and
can therefore be used to calculate the net force generated by the thrusters and pro-
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pellers for many cases. Therefore for a few cases the correlation with measurements
is discussed. The agreement is seen to be moderate which in view of the restricted
representation of the body geometry is all one could hope for.

In future work trends it will be possible to establish trends based on theoretical
calculations carried out with this computational tool. These can then be combined
or calibrated with experimental results to obtain a rather general mathematical
model for the calculation of the thruster-interaction effects. This in turn can then
be used for e.g. real-time simulation purposes or quick preliminary design studies.

Chapter 3 is the main part of the work and concentrates on the various aspects
of thruster effectivity. An important part of the discussion is devoted to the thrus
ter slip stream which plays an important role in the various forms of interaction.
Measurements of the velocity field in the slipstream are reported for a variety of
conditions.

The measurements refer mainly to the bollard pull condition for which the fol-
lowing cases were investigated:

• Ka-4-70 propeller with both MARIN 19A and MARIN 37 nozzle

• Ka-4-70 propeller with nozzle above flat plate

• Ka-4-70 propeller with nozzle under a floater with various bilge shapes

Next to the bollard pull conditions also some low speed situations were considered
with the Ka-4-70 propeller and nozzle in open water. Two advance ratios for axial
inflow direction and two oblique inflow conditions for one advance ratio were tested.

The aforementioned quantities were measured with a Laser Doppler Anemometer
for a series of vertical planes behind the propeller, giving detailed information about
the development of the propeller jet.

An attempt to calculate the propeller jet for some of the measured conditions
is made subsequently in Chapter 3. The correlation between calculations and mea
surements is seen to be qualitatively satisfactory.

Chapter 3 continues with the measurements and calculations of thruster-thruster
interaction as it occurs for azimuthing thrusters in open water condition and in the
vicinity of an infinitely extending flat wall.

Measured thrust and torque values are presented for a set of two thrusters which
operate close to each other. The relative position and azimuth angles of both thrus
ters is varied and the speed of the flat bottom barge to which they are mounted is
varied.

A quantitative analysis is made with the theoretical method of Chapter 2 and
the correlation with the measurements is found to be good.

Subsequently the focus of the investigations shifts towards thrusterIhull interac
tion of azimuthing thrusters and more complicated geometries are considered.

Measurements are presented of the thrust degradation of a thruster due to the
presence of the hull which is related to the Coanda effect.

Finally the net thrust of a thruster mounted under a semi-submersible is in
vestigated experimentally. The thrust degradation due to the impingement of the
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thruster wash on the second floater is identified and severe thrust losses are observed.
The thrust losses are related to the velocity distribution in the thruster slip stream
at the second floater and a clear interdependence is found. The existence of this re
lation points to the possibility to calculate this form of thruster-hull interaction by
first analysing the slip stream of the thruster and subsequently applying a resistance
coefficient technique to determine the thrust loss.

Chapter 3 then continues the thruster/hull interaction topic but focusses on
another type of propulsive device: the conventional tunnel thruster with the straight
duct. Alternative devices such as the Y-, T- or omega- thruster are not discussed
since they are uncommon. The static (bollard pull) force of the propeller thrust in
unrestricted water is assumed to be known.

First a two-dimensional analysis is carried out using the developed computational
techniques. This analysis focusses on the pressure distribution change induced by
a two-dimensional propeller located in the flat plate. Effects of propeller loading
and inflow direction are investigated indicating the effects that can be expected for
three-dimensional realistic cases.

A limited qualitative analysis of the observed interaction phenomena with the
3-D calculation method is subsequently carried out for a simple plate-shaped hull
with a center tunnel thruster. This case is similar to a tested configuration and some
conclusions are drawn with respect to the phenomena that occur. The correlation
between the measurements and the calculations is found to be qualitative only.

Another case refers to bow thruster operation in forward speed for which again
calculations are shown. The well-known reason for the thrust degradation is con
firmed and a qualitative agreement with measurements is established. As a side step
the influence of the Anti-Suction Tunnel is investigated and the calculations con
firm the working principle of the AST on the thrust degradation. Also the required
position of the AST immediately downstream of the thruster tunnel is confirmed.

The chapter continues with a comprehensive set of model test data concerning
bow thruster effectivity in arbitrary inflow. These data together with the theoretical
analysis supply insight in the behaviour of the thrusters. It also gives quantitative
information which can be used for design and analysis purposes. The model tests
cover thrust, torque and force measurements for several ships in arbitrary current
conditions and deep water.

The chapter is concluded by covering the more complicated case of shallow water.
Again quantitative measured information is presented.

With the investigations for the azimuthing and tunnel thrusters reported in this
work an important range of aspects is covered. A remaining and important propul
sive arrangement is the main propeller/stern tunnel thruster/rudder combination.
This arrangement is not covered in this study although the developed computational
model is equally well suited for this arrangement.

In Chapter 4 the main topics are summarized and the most important conclusions
are listed. Indications for the direction of future developments are given.
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Chapter 2

TOOLS AND MODELS

2.1 Introduction

Having set the scope of the covered topics in this work, we now proceed with the
discussion of the means by which these topics will be investigated. These means
consist of computer programs for the theoretical analyses, experimental equipment
and the subjects of the investigation, the models of the ships and propellers.

The reason that all tools and models are discussed here, is to avoid interrupting
the discussion of the investigated phenomena in the subsequent chapters as much as
possible.

2.2 Coordinate Systems and Sign Conventions

Three co-ordinate systems are used:

1. space-fixed coordinates denoted by X, Y, Z (or by Xl! X 2 , X 3 ) , see Figure 2.1a.

2. ship-fixed coordinates denoted by :£, y, Z (or by :£1l :£2, :£3) with the origin lo
cated in the midship section on the center line and in the keel plane, Fig
ure 2.1a.

3. propeller-fixed coordinates :£p, YP' zp with the origin located at the propeller
axis in the propeller plane, Figure 2.1b. Cylindrical coordinates :£p, r,. and ti',.
may also be used for the propeller-fixed coordinates.

Throughout this work the sign conventions shown in Figures 2.2 for water veloc
ities and forces, moments etc. are consistently used.

2.3 3-D Turbulent Flow Model

2.3.1 General

The aim of the present work as stated in Chapter 1 is not to be able to calculate the
investigated phenomena quantitatively but to understand them qualitatively and to
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provide experimental quantitative information relating to these phenomena.
Therefore it was decided to restrict the numerical model to simple geometries

where the ship's hull is modeled by an arbitrary number of rectangular flat plates
located at X = c, Y = c or Z = c. This admits modeling a ship simply by e.g.
a single flat plate of zero thickness having the same draft and lateral area as the
considered ship. It also enables calculations for e.g. a semi-submersible which can
be modeled by a set of rectangular blocks.

This method of modeling bodies limits the complexity of the computational
model since in that case Carthesian coordinates can be used. The method has
shortcomings as previous work has shown, see Frymier [57J. Computations for a
curved body adopting a suitable coordinate system give different results from those
for the same body but modeled by a set of straight line segments in a staircase
form. However since qualitative rather than quantitative results are aimed for, this
approach is thought to be suitable.

In the literature some calculation procedures for a turbulent jet in cross-flow
have been published, see e.g. Patankar etal [58J, Rodi etal [59J and Demuren [60J.

Since the behaviour of a jet in a cross-flow is known to have similarities with
the topics that are of concern here, see e.g. Nienhuis [32] and English [22J, and
since rather good results were obtained with these procedures, a similar solution
technique was used in the present case.

2.3.2 Mathematical model

The equations that are of concern here are the time- averaged partial differential
equations governing the steady uniform-density three-dimensional flow of a viscous
fluid:

8(U</» + 8(V</» + 8(W</» = _8(u</» _ 8(v</» _ 8(w</» + S'" (2.1)
8z 8y 8z 8z 8y 8z p

where </> may stand for any of the relevant quantities U, V, W, k and f.

The continuity equation also has to be satisfied:

The Reynolds stresses which appear in the three momentum equations are mod
elled the usual way:

where i,; = 1,2,3 and the usual tensor notation is adopted.
The turbulent diffusion flux of the turbulent kinetic energy

dissipation e may be expressed by:
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with i = 1,2,3 and 4> denotes either k or f.

The eddy viscosity Vt which appears in the above equations is related to the
turbulent quantities by:

(2.5)

Table 2.1 describes the relations which represent the source terms Sq, which occur
in the above equations.

Quantity Expression

U _1££
pax

V _1££
puy

W 1~
piJz

k vtG- f

e VtCI,G ,2

k - C27<

Table 2.1: definition of the source terms S",

It may be noted that in this table G represents the rate of production of turbulent
kinetic energy and is given by:

G= 2[(~~r + (~:r + (8:r] + [(~~r + (~:r]

+ [(~~r + (~:r] + [(~:r + (88~r] (2.6)

The constants which appear in the turbulence model are listed in Table 2.2. They
have the values which were found to give good results for a great many applications,
see Launder etal [61].

Note that the above equations refer to the high-Reynolds number case and that
the laminar viscosity is neglected.

2.3.3 Finite difference equations

The finite difference equations are obtained by integrating Equation 2.1 over a con
trol volume CV. By applying the mean value theorem and by dividing all terms
by the volume of CV (Vn' = ~z~y~z), the following general equation for 4> is
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Quantity Value
Cl 1.44
C2 1.92

clJ 0.09
tTk 1.0
tT. 1.3

Table 2.2: turbulence model constants

obtained:

+

+

Ui±1/24>i±1/2 -Ui - 1/24>i- 1/ 2
tix

Vjt1/24>H1/2-Vj_1/24>j 1/2
tiy

Wk±1/ 24>k±1/ 2- Wk - 1/ 24>k 1/2
tiz

1 [V,.i±1/2 ('!!i!.) V"i_1/2 ('!!i!.) ]
tix tT,p ox ;+1/2 - tT,p ox ;-1/2

1 [Vt.H1/2 ('!!i!.) V',j_1/2 ('!!i!.) ]
tiy tT,p oy j+1/2 - tT,p oy j-l/2

1 [Vt'k±1/2 ('!!i!.) Vt,k_1/2 ('!!i!.) ] _& = 0
tiz tT,p OZ k+l/2 - tT,p OZ k-l/2 P

(2.7)

The overbar on the various variables denote average values over the faces of the
control volume. The indices i +1/2, i -1/2, j +1/2, j -1/2, k +1/2, k -1/2 indicate
the six faces of that control volume, see Figure 2.3.

The grid on which the above equations are solved uses staggered locations for the
velocities, Patankar eta! [62}. The velocity nodes for U are staggered in z-direction
which means that in this direction they lie midway between two consecutive p-nodes.
Similar staggering is applied for V and W -nodes, Figure 2.4 shows this grid for a
two-dimensional situation. It may be noted that the program is designed for an
arbitrary non- uniform Carthesian grid. The quantities which occur in the above
finite difference equations have to be related to node values of the unknown quantity
<p.

Linear interpolation is used for the convecting face velocities

U;+1/2

V j +1/ 2

W k+l/2

U;_1/2

V j - 1/ 2

W k - I / 2
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as well as for the gradients

(~)i+t/2

(~)i+t/2

(~) k+t/2

(~)i-l/2

(~)i-l/2

(~) k-l/2

Linear interpolation is also used for the turbulent viscosities. For the gradients which
occur in the source terms St/>, both linear and quadratic interpolations are used.

Patankar etal [62] use a Hybrid (Central/Upwind) interpolation scheme for the
convected quantity q,. However it was shown that this scheme introduces significant
amounts of numerical diffusion, e.g. De Vahl Davis [63].

Leonard [64] has introduced a higher order scheme which suffers to a lesser extent
from this diffusion, The Quadratic Upstream Interpolation scheme (QUICK).

This scheme was successfully applied by amongst others Leschziner etal [65], [66]
and Demuren [60].

Figure 2.5 shows the node points which are used for the interpolation of the
convected face values of q, depending on the direction of the convecting flow. The
figure also shows the procedure for the Hybrid scheme which is also incorporated in
the program. The Hybrid procedure depends on the value of the local grid Peclet
number PI for the face I which is defined as:

(2.8)

with 5z the distance between the two U-nodes surrounding the face.

2.3.4 Boundary conditions

The incoming flow is always in the horizontal (z, y) plane. It may however have an
arbitrary angle with respect to the e-axis to accommodate the required variation of
the drift angle 13 that is of interest for the present investigations.

The boundary conditions relate to six planes, each of one of the following types:
inlet, outlet, symmetry plane or solid wall.

At the symmetry plane the normal gradients are prescribed as zero. At the
exit plane(s) the condition ap/at = 0 or a2p/at2 = 0 was applied since the outlet
plane was positioned far enough downstream to assume that the sole influence of
the calculation was caused by the pressure. t denotes the direction of the ambient
flow: the outlet plane is also assumed to be located far enough downstream so that
the outlet flow direction coincides with that ot the ambient flow. For the case this
assumption turns out to be too restrictive, an option was included to set t equal
to the local outflow direction. Conditions at the outlet plane are also required for
the other variables (U, V,W,k, f). In all computed cases the outlet boundary was
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assumed to be situated sufficiently far downstream to be able to set the normal
gradients of these variables equal to zero.

At the inlet plane suitable conditions for U, V, W, k and e are imposed. The
condition for p follows naturally in that case.

At the solid walls, including the flat plates which may be located inside the
calculation domain, the turbulence is assumed to be in a state of local equilibrium.
Thus the law of the wall approach can be used as described by Launder etal [61].

It is assumed that the law of the wall applies to the entire solid walls and that
there is no laminar or transition region.

Following the suggestion of Durst etal [67] the finite difference equations were
modified for the region close to the edges of the plate. This was done to allow for
the fact that the control volumes for the staggered velocities at the edges have only
a partial overlap with the plate, see Figure 2.3. As stated by Durst etal this was
found to have a significant effect on the convergence behaviour of the calculations.

2.3.5 Solution algorithm

Most algorithms for the solution of the above given equations employ the SIMPLE
algorithm of Patankar etal [62]. However Patankar [68] states that the use of an
adapted algorithm using a more accurate pressure equation may lead to faster con
vergence. This procedure, SIMPLER, is used in the present program.

In this procedure the pressure equation is not, contrary to the SIMPLE approach,
an approximate equation, but is derived by substituting the momentum equations
into the continuity equation without omitting any terms.

In the SIMPLER algorithm the following steps are carried out:

1. Start with an initial (guessed) velocity field

2. Solve the pressure equation derived from the three momentum equations and
the continuity equation

3. Solve the three momentum equations

4. Solve the pressure correction (Peor) equation to reduce errors in the mass bal
ance (similar to SIMPLE algorithm).

5. Correct the velocity field with the pressure correction field but do not correct
the pressure field.

6. Calculate the turbulence quantities

7. Check convergence and if convergence is not attained repeat the process start
ing from step 2.
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(2.9)

2.3.6 Computational details

Since the numerical model is merely a tool for the present investigations it is not the
aim to describe the numerical model in great detail. This paragraph is restricted to
give some observations.

The method described here is only useful if proper convergence is obtained after
a certain number of iterations. An exact solution for the cases considered here is
never available and it must be established in some way if the method leads to an
acceptable solution, both in terms of satisfaction of the balance equations as well as
in terms of accuracy of the solution compared to the unknown exact solution.

The satisfaction of the balance equations can be ascertained by investigating the
error in the continuity equation since the discretized version of this equation is used
to determine the required velocity corrections. IT continuity is satisfied the velocity
corrections will be zero and the solution field is found. On account of numerical
errors and to limit the number of iterations, the calculations are stopped when the
error in mass balance becomes smaller than a prescribed value.

The following familiar criterion was formulated for the mass balance error:

~cv
f er r =~

"J!tol

which relates the local error in continuity for the particular control volume ~C\' to
the overall volume flow ~tot through the computational domain which is defined as:

~tot = IL
e D

V.ii dACDI (2.10)

with ACD the area enclosing the computational domain and ii the outward normal
vector of unit length.

A normal stop criterion for the iterations was:

f er r = 0.00001 (2.11)

which was in many cases found to give a sufficiently converged solution in terms of
velocity and pressure distribution as well as integrated forces on any plates in the
domain.

To ascertain that the imposed accuracy on the mass balance error leads to suf
ficient convergence, a check was always performed to check if the variations in e.g,
overall forces between consecutive iterations were acceptably small.

For a closed fluid domain the above error criterion ceases to be meaningful and
instead the convergence is assessed mainly by observing the required velocity cor
rections and the evolution of velocities and forces with consecutive iterations.

IT following this procedure a converged solution is found it must still be estab
lished if this solution resembles the exact solution to a sufficient degree. Failing the
exact solution, this was investigated by subsequent grid refinements and observing
the local changes in the flow field. This exercise was not performed for each com
putational case covered in this work, but was done for a simplified two-dimensional
case only as described in the next section.
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It has been reported in the literature that seemingly stable solutions became
suddenly unstable after a large number of iterations. The present method did not
give such instabilities and subsequent divergence for the computational case of a flat
plate subjected to a perpendicular inflow. The solution remained stable upto 12,500
iterations after which the calculation was stopped.

The method used for the present investigations was found to be very robust; in
many cases the initial estimate of the flow field was taken as a uniform flow over
the entire fluid domain. Despite this and the presence of actuators and flat plates in
the fluid domain, the method did converge in most cases without many problems.
However it was necessary to give the relaxation factors small values (in the order of
0.03) throughout the entire calculation as opposed to the factors reported by other
authors, e.g. Patankar [68] which are an order of magnitude larger.

In many cases it is necessary to restrict the outflow angles at the exit boundaries
somewhat to ensure convergence. At a later stage in the calculations this restriction
could then be dropped.

Finally divergence is often observed if actuator forces are introduced in the flow
field without relaxation. Usually to have the forces grow to the proper value in some
20 iterations was sufficient to avoid that divergence.

It was found that proper implementation of the edges of any flat plate is impor
tant to ensure convergence. This was also reported by Durst etal, [67]. It is however
observed that the results are not significantly affected by this aspect.

The solution of each of the equations for U, V, W, k, lO,P,Pcor involve the execu
tion of sweeps in the :1:-, y- or z- direction: the so-called line by line method is
employed. Relaxation may be applied after each sweep to ensure convergence. Also
to the solution of each equation (U, V, W, k, e, p) relaxation is applied again to ensure
convergence.

Although the QUICK scheme was also implemented, the method was not nearly
as stable for this scheme as it is for the Hybrid scheme. Divergence was often
encountered unless a significantly smoother grid was employed with expansion ratios
in the order of 1.1.

2.3.7 Numerical tests

First the applicability of the method is demonstrated for the same simple two
dimensional case where a flat plate, situated at y = 0, -2.65 m ~ :I: ~ 2.65 m is
subjected to a uniform inflow with speed V. = 0.319 m/so The water inflow is
oriented along different angles giving drift angles for the plate varying between 0
~ 13 ~ 90 degrees.

The grid was kept the same irrespective of drift angle and is shown in Figure 2.6.
Only for 13 = 90 degrees this grid did not yield a stable solution and a finer grid was
adopted. The finer grid gave a stable solution which in terms of pressure distribution
on the plate was close to that for the original grid. Note that Figure 2.6 shows
the faces of the control volumes for k, e which constitute the main (non-staggered)
control volumes.
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Figure 2.6: grid definition for the calculations with various drift angles

Figure 2.7 shows the vector plots for all considered drift angles whereas Fig
ure 2.8a shows the calculated pressure distributions for all drift angles both on the
pressure side as well as the suction side. The pressure distributions are shown in
terms of the dimensionless pressure coefficient:

(2.12)

where Po is the static pressure which is the pressure far upstream from the plate.
Figure 2.8b summarizes the results for the overall forces and moments on the

flat plate. These are expressed in terms of the usual dimensionless coefficients:

CII

FII

!pV. 2LT2 s

C, Cllcos{3

Czz
»;

!Pv. 2PT2 s

N zz
(2.13)all =

FilL

Note that the moment coefficient Czz and the point of application all are relative
to the mid-chord of the plate. This figure includes the measured CII coefficients of
Fage etal, see Hoerner [69].

The vector plots show that recirculation develops for drift (or inflow) angles of
between 10 and 15 degrees. Indeed this is confirmed by a small reduction in the
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tangent to the lift curve, see Figure 2.8a. The separation bubble increases in size
with further increase in drift angle. For angles of around 30 degrees and beyond the
flow exhibits negative e-velocities in the region close to the leading edge on the face
(or starboard) side. This region can be thought of as bounded by the streamline
through the stagnation point, Le. that point close to the wall where the e-velocity
is negligible. Similarly on the other side also such a streamline can be identified.
Both streamlines move to the mid-chord position as the drift angle increases to 90
degrees.

This behaviour is also borne out by the pressure distributions, see Figure 2.8a,
which show pressure peaks shifting away from the leading edge for increasing drift
angles.

Comparing the overall side force expressed by Cy with some experimental results
found by Fage etal, see Hoerner [69), see Figure 2.8b it is seen that qualitatively the
agreement is adequate. The calculations however do not predict the stalling angle
adequately and are overestimating the Cy value especially for drift angle between 20
and 70 degrees. The discrepancy can be attributed to several reasons.

For one the grid fineness may be insufficient to obtain correct flow and pressure
predictions. However as shown in the subsequent discussion this does not appear to
be the case.

Another reason for the inaccuracy in the force prediction may be the numerical
scheme that was employed. It is known that this scheme introduces large amounts of
numerical viscosity and thereby may lead to wrong predictions. Indeed a calculation
for (3 = 45 degrees using both the Hybrid as well as the QUICK scheme yields
appreciable differences in side force. This can be observed from Figure 2.9 where
the pressure distributions are shown for both schemes. It is seen that the pressure
distributions are quite different with the QUICK scheme giving a lower side force.
This side force is however too low by approximately the same margin as the Hybrid
calculations are too high.

An important reason for the remaining discrepancies is probably the employed
turbulence model which is known to give erroneous predictions of e.g, the recircula
tion zone downstream of an obstruction, see e.g, Durst etal [71) and McGuirck etal
[72]. Since this effect is related to pressure recovery and thereby also to the total
side force this aspect is important. However for the purposes of the present study
the observed discrepancies are entirely acceptable in view of the fact that primarily
qualitative agreement is sought. Equally important is that the present study is more
concerned with differences between flow fields (between cases with and without ac
tuators) rather than with absolute flow fields. Therefore any absolute errors in e.g.
force prediction do not jeopardize the conclusions drawn from the work. This is also
the reason that calculations with the QUICK scheme were not pursued further.

Nevertheless the presented results demonstrate that the computational method
can be expected to give insight in the phenomena of interest here and that it may
well be possible to isolate important trends using the numerical model.

To establish the required extent and fineness of the grid for the considered cases
a limited study was carried out to determine the influence of varying grid fineness.
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two-dimensional. flow around a flat plate at 45 degrees drift angle

For the two-dimensional case discussed above the influence of grid fineness was
investigated for the f3 = 45 degrees case. Figure 2.10 shows the obtained pressure
distributions.

It is seen that especially close to the leading edge significant differences in pres
sure distribution are found. Especially on the suction side (port) large differences
are observed. On this side it appears that the pressure distribution approaches a
certain limiting distribution as the grid fineness is increased. The coarsest grid is
clearly unacceptable compared to the remaining finer grids although it still shows
the main features of the pressure distribution. The finest grid shows almost identical
results to the one but finest grid.

The difference between the 64 x 68 and the 77 X 68 grid results is worth noting;
the differences between these grids are confined to the regions away from the plate
and constitute only a difference in the e-dlrection.

The two finest grids show a distinctly different behaviour on the suction side
near the leading edge where the pressure initially increases with increasing chord
wise coordinate before falling again towards mid-chord. The other coarser grids
show a continuous decrease of pressure starting from the leading edge. Note that
the results seem to be consistent in that the tangent to the Gp-curve at the leading
edge gets steeper for the coarser grids.

Table 2.3 summarizes the corresponding force coefficients for the various grids.
It is seen that the differences between the four finest grids are less than 3 % for
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the CII-coefficient and less than 10 % for the Czz-coeficient. For the present purpose
such accuracies are amply sufficient and for the computations reported subsequently
the adopted grid fineness is usually in the same range.

Grid CII C, Czz all
42 X 49 2.28 1.61 -0.149 -0.065
64 x 68 1.97 1.39 -0.144 -0.073
77 x 68 1.93 1.37 -0.139 -0.072
95 x 90 1.92 1.35 -0.131 -0.068

114 X 102 1.91 1.35 -0.132 -0.068

Table 2.3: force coefficients for two-dimensional flow around a flat plate as affected
by the grid definition - f3 = 45 degrees, Vs = 0.319 tn]»

Prior to using this computational tool for the present work it was also established
if the outflow boundary conditions had any significant influence. Both the type of
condition (first order or second order derivative) as well as the location of the outflow
boundary was varied. For the two-dimensional case reported here (f3 = 90 degrees)
this variation did not have significant influence on the obtained pressure distribution:
less than 1 % difference was found between the various drag forces.

Also the location of the symmetry boundaries was varied. The effect of blockage
was clearly found but for the chosen location of the symmetry plane this effect was
insignificant.

Summarizing it can be stated that the computational method appears to give
realistic and consistent results for the typical flow problems that are of interest
here and that if sufficiently fine grids are employed the results are also numerically
accurate enough. For problems such as these a grid of approximately 70 x 70 node
points seems adequate. In view of the usually smaller dimensions in vertical direction
a number of cells of approximately 35 will usually suffice along the z-coordinate.

2.4 Experimental Tools

2.4.1 Three-component force transducers

Figure 2.11 shows the measuring frame for the horizontal forces. The frame includes
three force transducers for the longitudinal force and for the two transverse forces.
The frame can be mounted to a rotatable table under the carriage. This allows the
model to be towed at various drift angles. The force transducers give the measured
forces in ship-fixed coordinates. Hence different measurement ranges can be chosen
for each transducer so that the generally much smaller longitudinal force can be
measured with the same accuracy as the transverse forces.

The transverse forces forward and aft can be combined to give the turning mo
ment around the reference point as well as the total transverse force.
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Figure 2.11: three-component force measurement frame

2.4.2 Propeller force measurement device

Figure 2.12 shows one of the rectangular drives used for the model tests. All rect
angular drives are fitted with transducers to measure

• the thrust of the duct, Tn ,

• the thrust of the propeller at the hub, Tp ,

• the thrust of the propeller, hub, and vertical drive combination, Le. the thrust
of the entire unit, Tu,

• the torque of the propeller (at the hub), Q, and

• in some cases the side force of the entire unit, T y •

2.4.3 2-D laser doppler velocity measurements

Until recently the most common device used to measure the magnitude and direc
tion of the flow velocity at a certain point was the five-hole Pitot tube. Its main
disadvantages are well known, Le. disturbance of the flow by the device itself and a
very low frequency response. In the middle of the 1970s a dual beam forward scatter
Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) system was introduced at MARIN.

Figure 2.13 shows this velocity measurement equipment, developed by MARIN
and used for a part of the model tests described here.

By adjusting the position of the mirrors shown in the figure, a region of 0.4 m X

0.6 m can be scanned. With this equipment two components of the velocity vector
can be measured simultaneously, the velocity in vertical direction and the velocity
in horizontal direction. The 2D LDV is of the forward scatter principle and operates
in the reference beam mode. The dimensions of its measuring volume are 0.214 mm
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and 16.34 mm in vertical and horizontal directions respectively. This has a direct
consequence for the accuracy of the measurements, the scan in the vertical direction
leading to more accurate results.

2.4.4 3-D laser doppler velocity measurements

2.4.4.1 General

The LDV equipment described in the previous Section has the important limita
tion that only two components can be measured simultaneously. In 1987 a three
component back-scatter LDV system was introduced at MARIN. The following de
scription is adapted from Gottmer etal, [73].

2.4.4.2 Description

The three component LDV system, designed for use in the deep water towing tank
as well as the cavitation tunnel, consists of:

• The laser

• The optical components assembled in an underwater body, the optical head

• The traversing systems for the different facilities

• The signal processors

• A computer for control and analysis of the LDV measurements and simulta
neous data collection and analysis of other relevant measurements.

In Figure 2.14 a schematic presentation of the system set-up is given.

2.4.4.3 Laser and optical eorrrponenes

The laser light for the LDV system is provided by a 4 Watt argon laser. All trans
mision and reception optics are arranged in an underwater body, the optical head.
The laser light is transmitted to the optical head via a mono-mode fibre. This type
of fibre is required to maintain coherence of the laser beam. Phase coherence is a
necessary condition to obtain the desired interference fringe patterns in the measure
ment volume. When using a fibre, there is no need for a rigid mechanical coupling
between the laser and the optical head. The latter can be displaced over relatively
large distances while the laser is at a fixed location. This has important practical
advantages:

• relatively light traversing system

• compact underwater body which results in:

1. large area of accessible measuring points
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2. little disturbance of the flow

• better stability of the outgoing beams.

To obtain mono-mode light transmission the diameter of the transmitting part
of the fibre is only 3 microns. This imposes high demands upon the condition of the
laser beam: stringent TEMOO mode is required which means that the light intensity
distribution at all cross sections along the beam should be Gaussian (for all colours
separately).

In the optical head a colour separator and some beam splitters divide the incom
ing light into two blue beams (A = 488.0 nm) and three green beams (A = 514.5
nm). The five beams leaving the optical head are directed to intersect in a common
probe volume or measurement volume which defines the measurement location. One
horizontal velocity component is determined using the probe volume of the two blue
beams. Note that one of the blue beams is frequency-shifted to allow determination
of the velocity direction.

The other horizontal component is measured using two green beams. The inter
section angle Ut between the bisection of the blue and green pairs of beams results
in a fixed distance between the measurement volume and the optical unit of about
0.8 m. At this distance and because of the way the optical head is suspended on
the strut no appreciable disturbance of the flow in the measurement volume is in
troduced by the optical head. The intersection angle, Ut of 33 degrees is sufficiently
large to allow accurate determination of the two orthogonal velocity components (U
and V), see Figure 2.15. The third (vertical) velocity component is obtained by the
intersection of the unshifted green beam and the third green beam, which is again
shifted (by a different amount) in frequency.

Particles in the common probe volume scatter the incoming light. Part of the
backward scattered light enters the optical head via the centre window and is de
tected by one of the two photo multipliers (one for each colour). In the green system
the signal contribution related to the vertical velocity component can be separated
from the contibution related to the horizontal component by filtering the signal
coming from the photo multiplier.

The dimensions of the measurement volume are determined by the beam width,
the intersecting angles between the beams and the diameter of the pinhole in front
of the photo multipliers. Typical dimensions are 1.3 mm and 0.4 mm.

Due to the finite velocity of the particles as they pass a measurement volume, the
frequency of the scattered light is different from the transmitted light. This Doppler
effect results in a frequency modulated signal coming from the photo multipliers,
called the Doppler burst. The particle velocity, which by assumption defines the
fluid velocity in the measurement volume, is proportional to the measured Doppler
frequency.
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2.4.4.4 Traversing system

The optical head is mounted on a faired underwater strut of 0.80 m fitted to a
computer-controlled bi-directional traversing system allowing excursions of 1.15 m
in the horizontal and 0.85 m in the vertical direction. Traversing in the other
direction (parallel to the basin axis) is achieved by displacement of the thruster or
ship model.

The accuracy of the traversing system is about 0.2 % of the range of the system.
The resolution for the deep water towing tank traversing system is 0.5 mm.

To increase the range of accessible measuring points, the optical head can rotate
around its main axis.

2.4.4.5 Signal processor

For the determination of the Doppler frequency from the burst signals a new type of
processor called a Burst Spectrum Analyser (BSA) is used. This signal processor is
designed and manufactured by DANTEC, Denmark. In total three BSA's are used,
one for each velocity component.

As the name already indicates, the basic idea ofthe BSA is to extract the Doppler
frequency from the burst signal by spectral analysis. This analysis is performed by
the BSA's on the sampled signal input of the n-th burst coming from the photo
multipliers. The power spectrum is calculated from the total burst signal. The
Doppler frequency Id is determined by the peak in the power spectrum. This method
is different from that of counter processors which only use the signal information
around zero-crossings.

For LDV measurements only the peak in the spectrum of the burst signal is
of interest. To determine the position of the peak an interpolation is carried out
between the maximum energy line in the spectrum and its two neighbouring local
maxima. The position of the maximum of the interpolation is the measured Doppler
frequency Id'

Naturally, the input signal will always contain some disturbant noise which may
cause additional maxima in the spectra. Therefore to validate a calculated spectrum,
a BSA compares the two largest local maxima in the calculated spectrum. If the
ratio between them is greater than 4 the spectrum is judged to be of a good quality
and the calculated Doppler frequency is validated.

The BSA is very sensitive and reliable, so that even from bursts with a very poor
signal-to-noise ratio, Doppler frequencies can be extracted. Therefore it is possible
to obtain relatively high data rates (more than 100 Hz) without artificial seeding of
particles in the water. Only the velocities of particles by nature present in the flow
(and therefore uniformally distributed) are measured.

2.4.4.6 Analysis of the LDV measurements

The analysis comprises calculation of mean values, maxima, minima, standard de
viations, turbulence intensities and Reynolds stresses. The input for the calculation
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of these statistical quantities are the individual particle velocities determined from
the received reflections in the measurement volume.

As already indicated, the particle velocity is proportional to the measured Doppler
frequency. The proportionality constant, or calibration factor, depends only on the
laser light wave length .oX and the intersecting angle 82 between the beams. The
intersection angle 82 amounts to approximately 2 degrees, see Figure 2.15.

Because of reflections and electronic noise, LDV measurements may contain in
valid data despite the validation procedure in the BSAs as mentioned in the previous
section. Invalid data can be detected because of their marked disparity from the
rest of the measurements. These data should be removed from the signal before
further analysis is done. The analysis program contains a procedure that removes
data points remote from the mean compared to the standard deviation of the signal
or which represent inconceivable accelerations.

The three particle velocity directions are measured independently. For statistical
analysis (especially for determination of the Reynolds stresses and transformation to
orthogonal components) only those data that are coincident in all three channels are
of interest. The analysis program contains a coincidence filtering analysis procedure.
H data points are present in all channels during a pre-defined coincidence time
window, the mean values of the measurements within this time window are recorded
as the measured value in that specific channel. The arrival time of this measurement
is defined as the centre of the coincidence window. This centre is defined by the
arrival times of all measurements in one pre-defined "coincidence master" channel.

The measured particle velocities are orthogonal to the bisection of the two in
tersecting beams and not orthogonal to each other. To convert the data and/or
statistical quantities to orthogonal components a linear transformation is performed.

2.4.4.7 Accuracy of the LDV measurements

In the process of determining statistical quantities from reflections in the measure
ment volume, a number of error sources can be distinguished.

The sources are:

• Accuracy of spectral analysis depending on the number of samples and sample
frequency of the burst signal

• Noise level in the burst signal arising from various light and electronic sources

• Stability of the beam wave lengths

• Accuracy of the measured intersection angle between the beams

• Accuracy of the applied frequency shifts

• Accuracy of the coordinate transformations depending on the optical configu
ration and the orientation of the optical head

• Distribution of the particles in the water
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• Accuracy of towing carriage speed

• Digitization errors

• Unfavourable filter settings

All factors affect the accuracy of the LDV measurements. The design of the
equipment was carefully done to minimize the errors as much as possible.

An idea of the accuracy can be obtained by determining the mean values and
standard deviations of the particle velocities in calm water. These measurements
are done in the deep water towing tank without a towed model after a long period
of rest.

An example of the measured mean velocity components is presented in Table 2.4.
Typical values of the standard deviation and the turbulence intensity are given in
Table 2.5. All measurements were made with a fixed centre frequency of 500 kHz
and bandwidth of 250 kHz for the horizontal channels and 400 kHz and 250 kHz
respectively for the vertical channel. The frequency shift was set to 400 kHz for all
channels.

Towing speed V. U/V. V/V. W/V.
(m/s] (-) (-) (-)
0.40 1.003 0.012 -0.008
0.80 1.003 0.015 -0.009
1.00 1.004 0.010 -0.009
1.50 1.004 0.012 -0.010

Table 2.4: mean values in an undisturbed flow (normalised for the towing speed)

Towing speed V. uU/V. uV/V. uW/V. T

(m/s) (-) (-) (-) (-)
0.40 0.0080 0.0251 0.0163 0.031
0.80 0.0062 0.0179 0.0082 0.021
1.00 0.0054 0.0163 0.0072 0.019
1.50 0.0043 0.0142 0.0067 0.016

Table 2.5: standard deviations and turbulence intensities (normalised for towing
speed)

The reproducibility of the mean velocity measurements in Table 2.4 are within
0.3, 0.8 and 0.5 % of the carriage speed, V., for U, V and W respectively. An
example of the reproducability of measurements in more turbulent flows is given in
Figure 2.16. In this vector plot the V and W velocities are plotted in a y - z plane
0.5 m behind a model with running propellers.

Special BSA settings are applied for measurements with a desired carriage speed
Vs up to 2 m/s and in flows with a moderate degree of turbulence. Using these
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Figure 2.16: example of reproduction of 3-D LDV results

settings and supposing that more than 400 coincident data points are collected
within 10 seconds the accuracies listed in Table 2.6 for the calculated normalised
statistical quantities apply.

Quantity Symbols Accuracy (approx)
Fluid Velocity U,V,W 0.005 Vs

Standard Deviation UU,UV,UIF 5%
Turbulence Intensity T, (T > 0.02) 0.0012 V.

Reynolds stresses uv,uw,vw 5%

Table 2.6: typical accuracy values for turbulent flow measurements
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2.5 Models

2.5.1 Ships

The discussions in Chapter 3 refer to a number of ship models. To interrupt the
discussion as little as possible, the relevant models are mentioned in Table 2.7; the
details are given in Appendix A.

Model Code Model Nr See Section
Ferry S-F 5650 A.l
Container vessel S-CV 5492 A.2
Hopper dredger S-HD 6779 A.3
Semi-submersible workover vessel S-SSWV 63061 AA
Wedge-shaped hull SoW 6236 A.5
Barge with bilges S-BB 6497 A.6
Rectangular flat barge S-RFB - A.7

Table 2.7: models used for present investigations

2.5.2 Rectangular drives, propellers, nozzles and rudders

For the reported tests and sometimes in conjunction with the just mentioned models,
various drives, propellers, nozzles and rudders were used. Table 2.8 lists the various
devices which are detailed in Appendix B.

Model Code Model Nr See Section
Rectangular drive T-AZI4 - B.l
Rectangular drive T-AZ21 - B.2
Propeller P-4929 4929 B.3
Propeller P-4944 4944 BA
Propeller P-4347 4347 B.5
Nozzle N-19A - B.6
Nozzle N-37 - B.7

Table 2.8: drives, propellers, nozzles and rudders used for present investigations
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Chapter 3

ANALYSIS OF THRUSTER
EFFECTIVITY

Chapter 1 has given an introduction to the present work and a review of past work.
Chapter 2 covers all tools (experimental and theoretical) and models used for or
during the present investigations. The present chapter forms the core of the work
and gives an analysis of thruster effectivity.

After discussing the effectivity in general terms the chapter starts with the dis
cussion of the findings for the slip-stream of the propulsors. It is shown that the
thruster slipstream indeed behaves very similar to a turbulent jet and that some
similarity in the velocity profiles can be established. Simple relations are given for
the thruster slipstream describing the velocity decay and the jet diffusion. Calcu
lations are discussed and sufficient correlation is found to merit the application of
such calculations for general cases.

The effect of a flat wall on the slipstream is discussed and again the similarity
with an ordinary wall jet is established. Subsequently the jet development for a
thruster jet flowing around a ship's bilge is treated and the jet deflection is captured
in a simple formula.

Next the effective forces induced by a pair of azimuthing thrusters are discussed
both by measurements as well as calculations. The relation with the slipstream
development is clearly established.

The effective forces induced by a thruster mounted under a floater of a semi
submersible are covered by presenting measurements. The measurements are anal
ysed and a simple model is derived capable of predicting some of these interactions
by using a resistance coefficient type of approach. These predictions are only valid
for zero speed and some attention is paid to possible speed effects.

The chapter goes on by presenting calculations for simplified geometries to assess
the effectivity of tunnel thrusters in arbitrary inflow. Detailed pressure distributions
and flow fields are shown giving insight in the behaviour. Subsequently measure
ments are presented showing the importance of these effects. The combination of
calculations and measurements is found to be a suitable way to address these phe-
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nomena and to eventually establish a predictive tool for tunnel thruster effectivity.
Chapter 4 summarizes the main findings of this work.
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3.1 Thruster Effectivity - Definition

As discussed in Chapter 1, the total forces necessary to propel a ship are usually
not equal to the forces on this ship having the same speed but now being towed.
This difference is for the stationary propulsion usually accounted for by the thrust
deduction factor t relating the towed resistance R and the thrust T:

or

-R = (1- t)T (3.1)

T+R
t=~ (3.2)

During stationary propulsion, the resistance of the propelled body equals the thrust:

which gives:

-Rp=T

-Rp + R = tT

(3.3)

(3.4)

which shows the more proper resistance augmentation.
In general operating conditions Rp and T need not be equal and opposite and

the vessel may be accelerated and may experience other external forces. The total
force on the ship is given by e.g.:

F tot = u; + T +Fother (3.5)

where Fother may be any force such as wind force, wave force etc. This force is not
relevant here and is set equal to zero. Substitution then gives:

F tot - T - R = tT

Therefore the general thrust deduction can be defined by:

t = F tot - T - R

T

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.9)

(3.8)

(3.10)

For the present situation similar factors can be defined substituting the resistance
by the current force and defining this factor for all three modes of motion, surge,
sway and yaw:

FL(V,n) - Tux(V,n) - FL(V, 0)

Tu(V,n)
FT(V,n) - Tuy(V,n) - FT(V,O)

Tu(V,n)
N(V, n) - Tuy(V, n)Xp +Tux(V, n)Yp - N(V, 0)

Tuy(V, n )Xp - Tux(V, n )Yp

where Fl'(V, n), FL(V, n) and N(V, n) are the total forces measured on the ship
(assuming no other external disturbances) for inflow speed V and propeller RPM
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n, and FT(V, 0), FL(V,O) and N(V,O) are the corresponding measured forces for
non-operating propeller, Le. the current forces. The thrust is denoted by Tux(V, n),
Tull(V, n) being the total thrust of a unit respectively in X, Y -direction, i.e. inclusive
of the resistance on e.g, a vertical drive. In these coefficients which are henceforth re
ferred to as thruster effectivity the thrust values of several actuators can be summed.
Note that the turning moments are invariably defined around midships.

The numerators of these coefficients can be regarded as induced forces: these are
the forces related to a changed pressure distribution on the hull as induced by the
working actuators in the vicinity of the hull.

For bollard pull conditions the above coefficients remain meaningful and assume
the same meaning as always. For zero-thrust actuator conditions (usually small
values of n) the coefficients are ill-defined; this is not serious since these conditions
are the least relevant for the judgement of DP performance.

It would be more consistent to express the denominator in terms of the thrust in
the direction of the considered mode, i.e. for CFLh the thrust in e-directlon would be
used. However for some cases this leads to ill-defined coefficients since a longitudinal
force can be induced without the presence of a longitudinal thrust. An example of
this behaviour is the lateral tunnel thruster.

Similarly thrust and torque coefficients are formed which give the ratio of the
thrust or torque at a certain inflow speed relative to the corresponding values at
bollard pull condition:

CTu =PTC=
Tu(V,n)
Tu(O, n)

CQ =PQC=
Q(V,n)
Q(O,n)

(3.11)

(3.12)

The above coefficients address the induced hull force, i.e. the changed pressure
build-up due to the working actuator. However it is of equal interest to address the
total induced force, i.e. the hull force plus the thrust. In the next sections these
coefficients are sometimes used which for a lateral tunnel thruster are:

HLC
HDC
HMC

CI'Lh

CFTh + 1

CNh + 1

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.15)

(3.16)

The subsequent sections address the thruster effectivity in the above sense. Be
fore doing so the thruster induced flow is investigated which is known to be an
important agent of the thruster interaction phenomena observed in many situa
tions. Once the induced flow is covered in some detail, the thruster effectivity is
dealt with for a variety of sometimes simplified conditions. The relation between
induced flow and induced force, (or interaction) is addressed and is found to be
rather straightforward in some cases. For other cases this relation is not so clear
and only qualitative results are obtained showing some of the prevailing effects.
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3.2 The Induced Flow - Preliminaries

3.2.1 Introduction

The flow field around the propeller has been of interest to many researchers who
are engaged in the hydrodynamics of both the marine as well as the aeronautical
propeller. Since the Laser Doppler technique was introduced to measure the velocity
in a flow field, many surveys of field point velocities were carried out, see e.g. Kotb
etal [74], Koyama [75], Min [76], Kobayashi [77] and Schoenberger [78]. The purpose
of some of these experiments is to verify the accuracy of and to refine numerical
models for calculating propeller hydrodynamics. Other experiments are aimed at
a better understanding of propeller/hull interactions. Most of the measurements
were performed immediately behind or in front of the propeller, the distance to
the propeller never exceeding approximately one diameter. Also the majority of
the experiments referred to typical conventional, stationary, free sailing propulsive
conditions.

For low speed manoeuvring and position keeping (including dynamic positioning)
other conditions arise in terms ofpropeller loading, advance velocities, advance veloc
ity direction and propeller axis orientation. Also thruster-thruster and thruster-hull
interaction phenomena will occur unlike those encountered in ordinary propulsive
conditions. These phenomena occur even if the thruster or propeller is located far
away from the thruster or hull where the interaction manifests itself.

ill 1983 a semi-empirical calculation procedure was developed at MARIN to
obtain estimates of thruster-thruster interaction, Nienhuis [25]. The underlying
assumption of the model was that the propeller slipstream behaves similar to a
swirling turbulent jet.

The good correlation between model test results and calculations were an indica
tion that this assumption was correct. However, a firm conclusion was not possible
with this material since the extent of the thruster-thruster interaction is determined
largely by two factors, Le. the decrease of the velocity in the slipstream and the
width of the slipstream. These two factors are related by way of the conservation of
momentum.

ill 1986/1987 the first detailed thruster slipstream measurements were made
with the 2D LDV equipment of MARIN, see Section 2.4.3. These measurements
referred to a thruster mounted under a simple-shaped barge. Some of the conditions,
however, were very similar to a thruster in open-water condition and indicated a jet
spread and velocity decay different from that predicted by the simple calculation
procedure mentioned above.

The discussion in Sections 3.3 and 3.4 covers these and subsequent propeller
slipstream investigations which were carried out using both the 2D LDV as well as
the new 3D LDV equipment.

The results of the flow measurements show that the flow behind the ducted
propeller behaves similar to a turbulent jet issueing from an orifice. The analysis of
the experimental data shows that the velocity profiles in the propeller wake exhibit
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Figure 3.1: test set-up for velocity measurements in the slipstream of a thruster with
nozzle 37 in open water

some similarity. The functions expressing the variation of maximum axial velocity
and jet width with distance to the propeller plane are given. The effects of advance
speed and direction on the wake field are presented and discussed.

Calculations are presented and show a qualitative agreement with the measure
ments although the jet spread is over-predicted. Nevertheless the computations are
sufficiently in agreement to justify the application of the numerical model also for
determining the thruster effectivity in various conditions. This is the subject of the
subsequent sections, Sections 3.5 and 3.6.

3.2.2 Measurements and calculations

3.2.2.1 Measurements on a thruster with nozzle 37 in open water and
above a flat wall

For this case two-component velocity measurements were carried out using the 2D
LDV equipment, see Section 2.4.3. The thrust and torque of the thruster were
measured, see Section 2.4.2.

The test set-up is shown in Figure 3.1 which shows the arrangement of the thrus
ter, the LDV equipment and the flat plate which was present for part of the tests.
The distance of the thruster axis to the plate amounts to hp = O.75D, which is a com
monly encountered value. The propeller axis was located 1025 mm (approximately
7.3 D) under the water surface to eliminate free surface effects.

Table 3.1 gives all details pertaining to the models used for this test series.
The tests were carried out in MARIN's Deep Water Towing Tank. The test con-
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Particular Code Quantity Details in Section
Propeller P-4929 1 B.3
Nozzle N-37 1 B.7
Rectangular drive T-AZI4 1 B.l

Table 3.1: models for measurements in the slipstream of a thruster with 37 nozzle
in open water and above a flat plate

Advance Distance to Distance from
Velocity Flat Plate Propeller Plane
V, (m/s) h" (m) z (m)

0.0 00 0.080,0.141,0.175,0.247,0.317,0.458,0.600,0.740
0.881, 1.163, 1.445

0.406 00 0.080,0.317,0.458,0.600,0.740,0.881, 1.163, 1.445
0.811 00 0.080,0.175,0.317,0.458,0.600,0.740,0.881, 1.163

1.445
0.0 0.105 0.080,0.175,0.317,0.595,0.881, 1.163, 1.445

Table 3.2: test content for velocity measurements on a thruster with MARlN nozzle
37 in open water

ditions are summarized in Table 3.2; the used models can be identified in Figure 3.1.
The pitch setting equals PO.7/D = 1.1 for all tests while the propeller rate amounted
to 857 per minute. For all cases the thruster angle was set equal to zero, i.e. parallel
to the basin axis.

The measurements comprise the two mean (axial and vertical) velocities U,W
and the thruster parameters n, Q, Tu and Tn.

Thruster with nozzle 37 below barge-shaped hull. For this case two-component ve
locity measurements were carried out using the 2D LDV equipment, see Section 2.4.3.
The thrust and torque of the thruster were measured, see Section 2.4.2.

The test set-up is shown in Figure 3.2 which shows the variable position of the
thruster, the LDV equipment and the barge-shaped hull with variable bilge shapes.

Section A.6 describes all details pertaining to the models used for this test se
ries. The tests were carried out in MARlN's Deep Water Towing Tank. The test
conditions are summarized in Table 3.3; the relevant parameters can be identified
in Figure 3.2.

Thruster with MARIN nozzle lOA in open water. For this case three-component
velocity measurements were carried out using the 3D LDV equipment, see Sec
tion 2.4.4. The thrust and torque of the thruster were measured, see Section 2.4.2.

The test set-up is shown in Figure 3.3 which shows the variable position of the
thruster and the LDV equipment with the optical head.

Table 3.4 gives all details pertaining to the models used for this test series.
These tests were also carried out in MARIN's Deep Water Towing Tank. The test
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Figure 3.2: test set-up for velocity measurements in the slipstream of a thruster
mounted under a barge-shaped hull

Bilge Shape Thruster LDV
Radius Position Position
Rb (m) IT (m) dLDI" (m)
Circular, 0.0 0.120,0.420,0.720 0.400, 1.000, 1.600
Circular, 0.050 0.120, 0.420, 0.720 0.400, 1.000, 1.600
Circular, 0.100 0.120,0.420,0.720 0.400, 1.000, 1.600
Circular, 0.200 0.120, 0.420, 0.720 0.400, 1.000, 1.600
V-shaped 0.120,0.420,0.720 0.400, 1.000, 1.600

Table 3.3: test content for velocity measurements for a thruster with nozzle 37 below
a barge-shaped hull

Particular Code Quantity Details in Section
Propeller P-4929 1 B.3
Nozzle N-19A 1 B.6
Rectangular drive T-AZ14 1 B.1

Table 3.4: models for measurements in the slipstream of a thruster in open water
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Figure 3.3: test set-up for velocity measurements in the slipstream of a thruster with
19A nozzle in open water

Advance Thruster Distance from
Velocity Angle Center Propeller Plane
V. (m/s) OtT (deg) z (m)

0.0 0.0 -0.35, -0.15, -0.095, 0.095, 0.14, 0.24, 0.35,
0.49,0.70,0.98,1.40,2.10

0.406 0.0 -0.15, -0.095, -0.08, 0.08, 0.095, 0.14, 0.35,
0.49,0.70, 0.98, 1.12, 1.40, 1.68, 2.10

0.406 30.0 0.121,0.212,0.424,0.849, 1.212, 1.818
0.406 60.0 0.123,0.175,0.245,0.35,0.49, 1.05

Table 3.5: test conditions for velocity measurements for a thruster with 19A nozzle
in open water

conditions -are summarized in Table 3.5; the relevant parameters can be identified
in Figure 3.3. The pitch setting of the propeller equals 1.1 at a propeller rotation
rate of n = 857. The propeller axis was located 0.807 m below the water surface to
eliminate the free surface effects.

The measurements comprise the three mean velocities U, V, W, the six Reynolds
stress components UU, VV, WW, UV, UW, vw and the thruster parameters n, Q,Tu and

Tn ·

3.2.2.2 Slipstrealll calculations

As the base case the flow induced by a thruster in open water was calculated using
the method described in Chapter 2. Several levels of detail for the rectangular drive
were considered. The simplest approach was to omit the vertical drive altogether
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and to distibute the thrust and torque uniformly over the propeller disk. The grid
for this case consisted of 41 X 51 X 46 cells. The fluid domain extends from -1.0
~ :l: ~ 15.0, -2.5 ~ y ~ 2.5, -2.5 ~ z ~ 1.5 m which is significantly smaller than the
basin dimensions but was considered to be sufficient for the region of interest. The
part of the grid close to the propeller is shown in Figure 3.4.

As a next case the force per unit of area for the thrust and torque was taken to
vary linearly with the radial coordinate, neglecting again the presence of the hub.

The third computed case includes a single strip in front of the propeller to account
for the vertical drive. The strip extends from -0.015 ~ v ~ 0.015, -0.015 ~ z ~ 0.18
and is located at :l: = -0.065, Le. 0.065 m in front of the propeller plane. Part of the
grid was modified as shown in Figure 3.5. Note that the force field extends down to
the propeller axis and that the hub is not represented.

0.1

o

f Z(m)

··;
·

-0.1

-0.2 l--+--+-+--+-+4-++1H-++++++++-++f-CI---I--+-+---l

0.1o-0.10.30.20.1o
- o.3 +----'-----1,-!---'--'---1f--LlliJ~-L.l...LLJ.-'-+--'----L.....J'-r'-----1---1

-0.3 -0.2 -01

Y(m) X(m)

Figure 3.4: grid for the computations without the vertical drive

As a fourth case the vertical drive was modelled in slightly more detail, as shown
in Figure 3.6. The arrangement consists of twelve flat plates, two of them represent
ing the forward and aft end plates of the hub box and two of them representing the
forward and aft end of the pod. Note that the force field has non-zero values only
for radial coordinates r ;::: 0.0345, Le. outside the circle enclosing the square hub
plates. For this computation the grid consists of 63 X 53 X 58 cells where the grid
is refined close to the vertical drive.

Compared to the open water case the fluid domain was restricted to cover z ;:::
-0.106 and the grid close to z = -0.106 was adapted.
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Figure 3.6: modelling of vertical drive
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3.3 The Induced Flow for Open Water

3.3.1 Thruster with MARIN lOA nozzle in open water

The thrust and torque levels measured during the tests are given in Table 3.6.

aT Vs Tt ot KT" KT" KTn Kq
(deg) (m/s) (N) (-) (-) (-) (-)

0 0 37.43 0.262 0.464 0.202 0.0534
0 0.406 35.88 0.250 0.445 0.195 0.0519

30 0.406 33.94 0.237 0.421 0.184 0.0498
60 0.406 33.55 0.230 0.416 0.186 0.0496

Table 3.6: thrust and torque measurement results for 3D LDV measurements

3.3.1.1 Propeller wake developrnent for axial inflow (a = 0) - axial flow
component

In this case the inflow velocity, the measured velocity U, the thrust and the propeller
axis are all parallel. The mean axial velocities at some of the covered e-statlons are
shown in Figure 3.7 for the J = 0 condition. The results for J = 0.2 are depicted in
Figure 3.8. These figures show the measured U-velocities as a function of the radial
coordinate r.

Drawing from the analogy with normal turbulent jets, the axial profiles are
described by five characteristic parameters:

• The maximum velocity U,«

• The velocity on the jet center line Ua

• The radial position of maximum velocity T m or its normalized value, R m

rm/R

• The outer half velocity radial position rta or its normalized value R"2 = r,,2I R
at which the axial velocity U = 0.5(Um + Vs). Here Vs refers to the ambient
velocity Le. advance speed.

• The inner half velocity radial position rhl or its normalized value Rhl = T/'I / R
at which the axial velocity U = 0.5(Um + Ua).

The five characteristic parameters for the axial velocity profiles derived with the
least-squares analysis are given in Tables 3.7 and 3.8.

Comparing these results it is clear that the propeller wake for J = 0 diffuses
more rapidly than for J = 0.2. As will be shown for the LDV measurements for the
thruster with the MARIN 37 nozzle, it may be noted that the velocity field behind
the propeller behaves in a manner basically similar to a turbulent jet. This jet model
was already adopted m thruster Interaction calculations, see Nienhuis [25].
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z (m) 0.095 0.14 0.24 0.350 0.49 0.70 0.98 1.40 2.10

Urn (m/s) 1.951 1.781 1.487 1.335 1.131 0.901 0.862 0.685 0.46
Ua (m/s) -0.05 0.201 0.625 0.891 0.931 0.891 0.863 0.685 0.46
Rhl (-) 0.521 0.556 0.495 0.462 0.297 0.125 0.001 0.001 0.001
R h2 (-) 1.025 1.101 1.151 1.313 1.547 1.763 2.271 3.151 5.35
R rn (-) 0.861 0.823 0.771 0.741 0.671 0.351 0.001 0.001 0.001

Table 3.7: velocity measurements for a thruster with 19A nozzle: change of Urn' R m ,

Rhll Rh2, Ua with z for J = 0

z (m) 0.095 0.14 0.24 0.35 0.49 0.70 0.98 1.40 2.10

Urn (m/s) 2.101 1.898 1.681 1.541 1.341 1.135 1.011 0.867 0.77
Ua (m/s) -0.101 0.151 0.601 0.881 1.021 1.001 0.991 0.871 0.77

Rh! (-) 0.501 0.615 0.524 0.501 0.331 0.335 0.001 0.001 0.001

Rh2 (-) 1.001 1.091 1.091 1.201 1.341 1.541 1.741 2.321 3.401
Rrn (-) 0.901 0.924 0.807 0.801 0.661 0.571 0.001 0.001 0.001

Table 3.8: velocity measurements for a thruster with 19A nozzle: change of Urn' Rn..
Rh!, Rh2, U« with z for J = 0.2

By further analogy with a turbulent jet the velocity field behind a propeller may
be divided into two zones:

• The initial developing zone where a core flow with lower axial velocity is sur
rounded by a progressively thickening turbulent shear layer. The velocity
profile in this zone is influenced by propeller geometry (diameter, hub area,
pitch), propeller loading and its distribution. The velocity profiles in this zone
have a double peak displaced from the center line. The hollow at the center
line is caused by the presence of the hub.

• The fully developed zone where the velocity profiles have a single peak at the
shaft center line.

The variation of Urn and Ua with z is shown in Figure 3.9. From the figures the
following features can be observed. The shape of the axial velocity profiles and the
maximum velocity vary with axial distance. At the stations just downstream of the
propeller, e.g, e] D = 0.68 the axial velocities are almost zero or negative at the
inner propeller radii due to the influence of the propeller hub, see Figures 3.7 and
3.9.

The maximum velocity occurs at around r = 0.8R. With increasing axial dis
tance, the velocity at the center line Ua increases gradually due to turbulent mixing
and the position of maximum velocity position Rm moves from r / R ~ 0.8 to the
z-axis. The maximum axial velocity decreases with increasing axial distance and
can be expressed by the following formula:

(3.17)
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Figure 3.9: measured variation of maximum velocity Urn and center line velocity Ua
with distance to the propeller

in which Vi is the average velocity in the propeller race can be calculated on the
basis of simple momentum theory, see Gutsche [7]:

V (1 k )Y. k V
2 2Ttot

j = - rn s + rn s + pA (3.18)

where Ttot is the total thrust (propeller and nozzle and vertical drive), A is the
propeller disk area and p is the density of water. The factor km depends on the
selected location in the propeller race: km = ~ at the propeller plane and km = 1
far downstream of the propeller plane; usually km is close to the value of 1 already
at D downstream of the propeller.

The regression analysis gives the approximate values for the coefficients a and b
in Equation 3.17 listed in Table 3.9.

J a b
0 0.805 0.389

0.2 0.878 0.315

Table 3.9: coefficients for velocity decay in propeller slip stream

The regression coefficients are based on taking the value of Vj far downstream
of the propeller, Le. km = 1. The result is different from the solution Um "" 1/ z
deduced by e.g, Davis etal [79] from the simplified equations for a free non-swirling
jet in the fully developed region. The present result indicates that the axial velocity
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decay is decreased by swirl due to an increase in turbulent mixing and entrainment.
According to Stern et al. [80], swirling turbulent flows are classified as weak or strong
depending on the magnitude of the rotation parameter nD /Vs ' It is seen from their
investigation that for weak swirl the axial velocity defect follows the z-2/3 power
law. For strong swirl the velocity defect goes with Z-I/3. The regression results
indicate that for the operational condition of a DP system, Le low values of J,
the swirl is apparently strong and the variation of maximum axial velocity with z
follows approximately the z-I/3 power law. However the regression result is very
sensitive to the use of a virtual origin Zu: if the maximum velocity were defined by
Um/Y.i = a/(z/ D-zo)b the coefficient bassumes a value appropriate for a weak-swirl
situation. The fit with the experimental results would then be better. It is doubtful
however if so few data allow the use of three fitting coefficients. This matter cannot
be resolved with the available information.

The propeller jet width increases with the distance to the propeller. It is difficult
to determine the jet width, the edge of the wake being difficult to discern and highly
fluctuating. The characteristic parameter Rh2 may be taken as a representation of
the half width of the wake for the fully developed wake zone. For the initial zone,
the half width of the wake can be adequately represented by:

(3.19)

where Rj refers to the non-dimensional half-width of the wake. In the fully developed
zone R m = 0, Rhl = 0 and therefore Rj = Rh2' Thus the above expression may be
used in the entire region of the wake.

The variation of Rh2' Rj, R h1 and R m with z are shown in Figure 3.10. For
e]D < 10, Rh2 shows approximately a linear dependence on e , The approximations
are for Rh2:

Rh2 = 0.79 + 0.22(z/D)

Rh2 = 0.86+0.14(z/D)

J=O

J = 0.2 (3.20)

and for Rj as a function of z for both J = 0 and J = 0.2:

Ri = 0.45 + 0.26(z/D)

R, = 0.49 + 0.18(z/D)

J=O

J = 0.2 (3.21)

It illustrates that the spread of the wake can be considered to be approximately
proportional to Zj this result is similar to that for a free jet.

The characteristic parameter Rh! or Rm of the axial velocity profile can be used
to represent the diffusion in the development region. The variation of Rh I and R m

with axial distance z may be approximately expressed by:

Rh1 =
Rh! =
Rm =
Rm =

0.58 - 0.076(z/D)

0.62 - 0.074(z/D)

0.91 - O.11(z/ D)

0.97 - O.11(z/ D)
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Figure 3.10: characteristic jet width parameters for the wake of a thruster

The axial distance corresponding to R m = 0 represents the length of the initial
zone. It extends to approximately 7.5D downstream of the propeller. In the initial
zone, the region where r > R m is denominated as outer development zone, with the
inner development zone extending from r = 0 to r = Rm •

In an ordinary turbulent jet, beyond a certain distance from the jet orifice, the
velocity profile exhibits similarity. The question is now if this similarity is also found
in the propeller wake. Introduce a non-dimensional velocity parameter fJ as follows:

U-~·.

Urn-\',
U-Ua

Um-Ua

r] R > R m

r/R < R m (3.23)

and introduce a non-dimensional coordinate r:
r=
r=

fl-R m
Rh2- R m

Rm-Ti
Rm-Rh 1

r/R> tc;

r/R < tc; (3.24)

(3.25)

The non-dimensional axial velocity profiles are shown in Figure 3.11 to 3.13 for
the fully developed zone, outer and inner development zone respectively. In these
figures, the short dotted line refers to the velocity profile due to Schlichting, [81J:

. 1
u= 2

[1 + (y'2 - 1)r 2]

and the long dotted line represents the exponential velocity profile:

o = e -0.6941'2 (3.26)
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It is worth noting from these figures that the axial velocity profile in the propeller
wake can be expressed using either the exponential laws or the Schlichting function
which approximates the free jet velocity profile. It is not clearly seen which velocity
profile is closer to the observed velocity distribution. The velocity profile similarity
for the axial velocity is extended to the initial jet zone (for both outer and inner
development region). There is considerable scatter in these figures some of it due to
the strut influence which will be discussed later.

3.3.1.2 Propeller wake development for axial inflow (aT = 0) - tangential
and radial flow components

Three time-averaged velocity components U, V, W in e, y, z direction respectively
were recorded by the three-dimensional LDV equipment. The tangential and radial
velocity component Vr and VI can be calculated from V and W.

l't = V sin]!/Jp) - W cos( !/Jp)

Vr = V cos(!/Jp) +W sin(!/Jp) (3.27)

where the outward pointing radial velocity is taken as positive and the tangential
velocity is positive in clockwise (i.e. the propeller rotation) direction.

Figure 3.14 shows the velocity vector (l't, Vr ) diagram for J = 0 and zlD = 1.75
case as an example. The flow pattern in the y, z plane is clearly observed in this
figure. The fluid rotates around the shaft center . The tangential velocity equals zero
(l't = 0) at the centre of propeller rotation (at r = 0) and has its maximum value at
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around r IR = 0.85. This value corresponds closely to the value found for free jets,
see Chigier etal [82].

The radial velocity generally has a small value. In the wake field, the radial
velocities at inner radii have small positive values (outwards and commensurate
with the diffusion of the jet), but change their direction near the jet boundary,
which implies that the ambient static fluid is entrained into the jet.

3.3.1.3 Propeller wake development for axial inflow (OT = 0) - the strut
influence

It can be seen from Figure 3.7 that the velocity field close behind the axisymmetrical
propeller is not completely axisymmetrical. The velocities measured in the sector
around the positive y-axis (rjJp ~ 0) are apparently lower than those along the other
directions. This phenomenon also occurs to some extent at other e-stations and for
both advance ratios (see Figure 3.8). With increasing axial distance z, the region
with lower velocities changes its angular coordinate. For example, at e]D = 10, the
velocities measured along y = 0, z < 0 (rjJp = 270) become lowest. This phenomenon
was also observed during the two-dimensional LDV measurements for the thruster
with nozzle 37, as will be discussed subsequently.

In order to determine the basic behaviour of this deviation from axisymmetry, a
measurement series was added at the z ID = 2.5 station for the J = 0.2 condition
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where the propeller pitch and turning direction were inverted. By comparing the
axial velocity distributions along various angular coordinates, it was established
that the non-axisymmetrical behaviour of the velocity field is truly caused by the
flow around the thruster, and not by any other influence, such as the presence
of the strut of the LDV equipment. Only some relatively insignificant differences
in velocity between the various traverses were found which must be attributed to
experimental repeatability (on account of the high turbulence levels), measurement
accuracy and presence of the LDV equipment. Also the slight asymmetry of the
almost lens-shaped blade sections may contribute to this small difference.

The reason for this phenomenon is probably related to the housing and the strut
which connect the propeller and duct to the towing carriage (see Figure 3.3).

The axial velocity profile along 12 angular directions and the velocity vector
(VI, Vr ) in y,z plane are shown in Figures 3.7 respectively 3.15 for ;r,/D =0.68, 1.0,
1.75, 2.5, 3.5, 5 and J = O. It can be seen from these figures that the strut influence
region almost covers a section of 90 degrees and that the angular position of this
region moves with increasing :1:. For example, at z]D = 1 station, most of the field
point velocity measurements show that the wake edge is located at 7'/R = 1.5. But
the measurement along ifJp = 75, 60 and 45 angular directions show significant axial
velocities outside the wake edge for values upto 7'/R = 2.0.

For this particular z-atation, along the 75 direction the axial velocity profiles have
two peaks, one at 7'/R ::::; 0.8 and another at 7'/R ::::; 1.5 outside the normal wake
edge. It is to be noted from the velocity vector diagram that along this angular
direction, there are large positive radial velocities at outer radii positions. Usually
these velocities should be negative due to the entrainment.

Along the 60 direction, the tangential velocities are relatively smaller at the inner
radii and the axial velocities are lower than those along other angular directions.
However, at further outward radial positions, the axial velocities are comparatively
larger.

Along the 45 direction, the situation is the same as that along the 60 direction
for radial and axial velocities, but there are almost no tangential velocities for radii
smaller than the propeller radius. This abnormal situation approximately ends at the
30 direction where the radial velocities recover to the normal small negative values,
the tangential velocities gradually increase and the axial velocity profile approaches
to a normal one.

At the :I: / D = 1.75 station the strut influence section begins at 60 deg and ends at
odegrees. With increasing :1:, the strut influence region changes its angular position
and grows. For example, it is shown in Figures 3.15 and 3.7 that at the :1:/D = 5
station the influence region reaches ifJp = 330. It appears that the wake produced
by the strut resembles a helix with a varying pitch.

The variation of the strut influence region both in terms of extent as well as
location is clearly illustrated in the above figures and is summarized in Table 3.10.

The relation between the rotation and forward motion of the strut influence
region tends to follow the tangential velocity and can be expressed approximately
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Figure 3.15: velocity vector diagram in the wake of a thruster, J =0.0
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z/D Region angular position Range of region
1.0 75 deg to 45 deg ~ 30 deg

1.75 60 deg to 0 deg ~ 60 deg
2.5 45 deg to 330 deg ~ 75 deg
3.5 45 deg to 320 deg ~ 85 deg
5.0 30 deg to 300 deg ~ 90 deg

Table 3.10: extent and location of strut influence region

as follows:
d<pp (V!m) (

d (-5-) = -2arctan U
m

3.28)

The factor 2 is probably partly caused by the increased tangential motion in the
strut influence region.

3.3.1.4 Propeller wake development for non-axial inflow (aT i- 0)

When a thruster is running in an ambient velocity field where the main flow direction
is not consistent with the thruster shaft center line direction, the wake will be
deflected by the ambient flow and its center line will no longer be parallel to the
propeller axis. Figures 3.16 and 3.17 show the variation of the velocity vector (U, V)
in the e, Y plane. It is observed that for larger distances from the propeller disk,
the wake becomes aligned with the ambient flow. The change of the location of the
wake center is demonstrated in Figure 3.18. In this figure Ye refers to the coordinate
of the jet center in the z, Y, z-system. The value of Ye is a function of e, Vs,Vj and
01'.

It is not possible to derive this function with the limited amount of experimental
data, but the present measurements illustrate the effect of aT. If however one were
to assume the validity of Margason's relation for the jet deflection, see [83], then for
the deflection of the thruster slipstream the following relation gives an indication of
the deflection.

:!le 1 (Ye) 3 + Ye cot(aT) (3.29)
D 4 (~)2 sin2(aT) D D

As Figure 3.18 shows, the correlation with Margason's relation is satisfactory. Note
that the jet velocity is now taken to be V; = ...jT/(pA).

3.3.1.5 Calculated propeller wake development

Calculations were also carried out for the thruster slipstream, see Section 3.2.2.
These calculations all refer to zero ambient speed and considered variations in the
modelling of the vertical drive.

Figure 3.19 shows the axial velocity profiles as calculated for the case without any
vertical drive. As expected perfect symmetry is found. Comparing these results with
the measured profiles (Figure 3.7) shows that the width of the jet is considerably
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Figure 3.16: velocity vector diagram for the flow in the wake of a thruster in oblique
inflow, aT = 30, J =0.2
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overpredicted. Especially in the area immediately downstream of the thruster, the
jet width is too large. This is partly caused by the presence of the duct which will
shift the jet expansion downstream. Also the contraction of the jet is not modelled
correctly again leading to an overprediction of the width. Other effects could be the
turbulence model and the turbulence production generated by the working propeller
which is not correctly modelled. Figure 3.20 shows the value of Rh2 for some of the
calculated cases. The influence of the thrust distribution is seen to be rather small
with the exception of the region close to the propeller. Despite the mentioned
discrepancies, the predicted jet diffusion can be considered as adequate especially in
the far field.

Figure 3.21 shows the calculated velocity decay for all modelled drives. Com
parison with the measured data shows that the maximum velocity is underpredicted
for all z-coordinates despite the fact that the measured thrust is used for the cal
culations. Apparently the jet diffusion is overpredicted. However the agreement is
qualitatively satisfactory.

An important difference between the calculated and measured velocity distribu
tions occurs immediately downstream of the propeller. Here the measurements show
a very low velocity Ua on the propeller axis whereas the calculations cannot show
this since the drive and hub are not modelled. Only for the computational case
where the hub was modelled, similarly low axial speeds are calculated. Surprisingly
the axial speed increases much faster in the calculations than in the measurements.
In part this can probably be attributed to the fact that the hub is very crudely
modelled and has a very blunt shape; therefore turbulent mixing will be too strong
compared to the case where a more streamlined hub is present.

Comparing the various calculated drives one sees that there are only insignificant
differences in jet width and velocity decay further downstream. This allows realistic
calculations for far-field slip streams without having to model the detailed thruster
geometry.
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Figure 3.19: calculated axial velocity profiles for a thruster in zero ambient flow 
no vertical drive

Figure 3.22 shows the tangential and radial velocities at z / D 1.75. Note
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Figure 3.20: calculated jet width for a thruster in zero ambient flow - various vertical
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that the propeller turning direction for the calculations was opposite to that for the
measurements. Comparison with the measured data depicted in Figure 3.14 shows
that the tangential velocity behaves in the same manner. However as shown before
the jet width is over-predicted and consequently the maximum tangential velocity is
under-estimated. Also the strong an-axisymmetry caused by the thruster housing is
not present in the calculations although some asymmetry is observed. The location
of this asymmetry is however completely different.
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Figure 3.22: calculated tangential and radial velocities for a thruster in zero ambient
flow - no vertical drive

On the whole the jet development is adequately predicted with important de
viations with respect to the influence of the drive and the hub and quantitative
differences in terms of velocity decay and diffusion.

Figure 3.23 shows that the modelled drives do not induce the asymmetrical veloc
ity distributions found in the measurements. This asymmetry therefore is apparently
not directly connected with the wake of the drive. As immediately downstream of
the drive a non-uniform inflow into the propeller is predicted however, the asym
metry then may be due to the thrust variation of the propeller blades as they pass
through the wake of the drive or with the interaction between the nozzle and the
pod in the top sector.

3.3.2 Thruster with MARIN 37 nozzle in open water

The thrust and torque levels measured during the tests are given in Table 3.11.
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Figure 3.23: calculated axial velocity field for a thruster in zero ambient flow 
vertical drive and hub, x / D =1.75

J Vs Ttot K1p KTu KTn KQ
(-) (m/s) (N) (-) (-) (-) (-)
0 0 40.86 0.270 0.205 0.296 0.0531
0.1 0.207 35.82 0.265 0.203 0.236 0.0523
0.2 0.411 30.89 0.253 0.194 0.185 0.0507
0.3 0.611 26.22 0.237 0.181 0.141 0.0484
0.4 0.811 21.71 0.216 0.163 0.104 0.0451
0.5 1.016 17.01 0.187 0.138 0.071 0.0409
0.6 1.215 12.27 0.155 0.109 0.041 0.0361

Table 3.11: thrust and torque for a thruster with 37 nozzle in open water
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Since the LDV is a two-component system, only the axial or e-component U and
the vertical or a-component W were measured.

3.3.2.1 Propeller wake development for J = 0 - axial velocity

For the bollard pull open water condition the axial velocity distributions were ob
tained. Similar results as for the 19A nozzle were found. The axial velocity profile
again exhibits basically an axisymmetric behaviour. However as for the measure
ments with the 19A nozzle, there is considerable scatter especially for r / D-values of
approximately 0.45. Especially the velocity for the angular coordinates q,p = 0 and
450 shows a considerable deviation from the results for the other angular coordinates.

At the axial station closest to the propeller, the axial velocities are almost zero
at the inner radii due to the influence of the propeller hub. The maximum velocity
again occurs around r / R = 0.8 and the shape of velocity profile reflects the radial
load distribution of propeller.

The experimental results given by Kotb and Schetz [74] and Koyama [75] show an
increase of the axial velocity component with increasing axial distance for positions
immediately behind the propeller (z/D < 0.5). Min [76] showed an increase of the
peak of U for z / D ~ 0.5 after which a decrease followed. In the present measurement
series, the first axial station is located at e]D=0.32 from the duct trailing edge or
0.57 D from the propeller plane. The present test series therefore cannot show such
an increase.

Figure 3.24 shows the variation of the position of Urn and the slipstream width
with the axial distance e,

The jet width and therefore also the jet half width again present a linear relation
with axial distance, see below.

The variation of Urn and Vim with z is shown in Figure 3.25. The figure also
indicates the scatter of the data originating in the different values of Urn for the
different angular directions.

The average maximum velocity can be expressed by the following expression:

Urn 0.738
Vi - (z/D)0.300 (3.30)

in which Vj is the average velocity far downstream of the propeller plane calculated
on the basis of momentum theory, see Eq 3.18. Again the result points to a jet with
stromg swirl. The difference with the results for the 19A nozzle is comparatively
small indicating that the influence of nozzle type is relatively small. Note that the
swirl number for both cases is almost equal.

3.3.2.2 Propeller wake development for J = 0 - tangential velocity

The vertical velocity component W on the y-axis is equivalent to the tangential
velocity, Vt. The profiles of the tangential velocity components at some z-stations
are shown in Figure 3.26. The figure shows that there is some similarity in profile
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shape between the axial velocity profile and the tangential velocity profile at those
e-stations which are close to the propeller plane.

With increasing e, the axial velocity at shaft center line increases gradually
and the position of Urn moves towards the shaft center line. The axial velocity
profile changes its shape with increasing axial distance, but no substantial variation
in tangential velocity profile is seen with increasing z, see also Figure 3.15. The
tangential velocities at the shaft center line always equal approximately zero and
the relative location of maximum tangential velocity remains approximately the
same.

_1.0

-1.0 1.0 yID

1

- .D " yiD

(3.31 )

Figure 3.26: radial and tangential velocity component profiles in the wake of a
thruster, J =0.0; various e-statlons

The variation of Vim with z is included in Figure 3.25. It can be seen that the
tangential velocity rapidly reduces to insignificant values. This was also found in
the velocity measurements with the 19A nozzle. The variation of the maximum
tangential velocity with the e-coordinate follows approximately a power law:

V. _ 0.36
tm - (:5)0.65

The found by Chigier etal [82) indicate a still faster decay but as for the axial velocity
the exponent depends heavily on the selection of a vertical origin. It is clear however
that the decay is much faster than for the axial velocity.
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3.3.2.3 Propeller wake developIllent for J:F 0

The experiments were conducted for three J-values with consequently three values
of propeller loading as well as ambient speed. Some of the measured axial velocities
are shown in Figure 3.27 and 3.28 for J = 0.2 and 0.4 respectively.
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Figure 3.27: axial velocity distributions for J = 0.2
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Figure 3.28: axial velocity distributions for J = 0.4

The average half width values of the jet for the different J-values are shown in
Figure 3.29. It can be seen that the jet half width is reduced with increasing J and
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presents a linear dependence on a::

(3.32)

The regression coefficients a, b deduced from the experimental data are as indicated
in Table 3.12. The agreement with the 19A results is again rather close.

3.0 o J = 0.0

o J = 0.2

V J = 0.4

2.0

1.0

1210B642
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o
X/D

Figure 3.29: average half width values for three advance ratios

J a b
0 0.691 0.207

0.2 0.984 0.112
0.4 0.990 0.076

Table 3.12: regression coefficients for jet half width Rh2

The length of the development zone, where the position of maximum axial ve
locity shifts towards the e-axis is slightly increased with increasing advance speed.

The influence of J on Urn is shown in Figure 3.30. The following expression
describes the velocity decay:

(3.33)

The regression analysis shows that the coefficients take approximately the values
listed in Table 3.13. A distinct trend with advance ratio is found as is to be expected.
This trend was also found for the 19A nozzle.
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Figure 3.30: maximum velocity as affected by advance speed

J a b
0 0.738 0.360

0.2 0.835 0.275
0.4 0.967 0.215

Table 3.13: regression coefficients for jet velocity decay
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3.4 The Indueed Flow in Behind Condition

3.4.1 Thruster with MARIN 37 nozzle above a flat plate

The thrust and torque levels measured during the tests are given in Table 3.14.

Condition J
(-)

under plate 0

Vs
(m/s)

o

r.:
(N)

40.16 0.269 0.205

Krn

(-)
0.287

KQ
(-)

0.0533 J

Table 3.14: thrust and torque for a thruster with nozzle 37 below a flat plate

3.4.1.1 Propeller wake development for J = 0 - influence of a flat plate

The test series considered only one clearance hp/D = 0.75 where hp denotes the
distance from the propeller axis to the flat plate. This clearance is commonly found
for thrusters mounted under the ship's keel plating. The plate was parallel to the
propeller shaft. The measurements were carried out only for J = O.

Upto a certain distance from the propeller plane, the wake will behave similar
as in a free unbounded open water condition. For the axial station e]D = 0.57, a
comparison of the velocity profile between the open water (hp / D = 00) and 'behind'
(hp/D = 0.75) condition, Figure 3.31, yields almost no differences.

open water

under plate

1.0

open water

under plate

1.0

U(m/s)
0.0 I---H:--+---+-

.'
0.5

.
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-.! 1.0

-0.5 • '.

;11/;IJlIJlII~JlIIIIIItlllIllllzoOx= 0.570

0.0 t+---+----+---+-

x:O.570 y: 0.160

Figure 3.31: comparison of open water and behind condition for e]D = 0.57

At a certain distance, which will depend on the clearance, the wake and the
plate will start to interact as the jet diffusion becomes sufficient for the jet to hit
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the plate. According to Figure 3.24, this interaction will arise around z / D = 1.0 for
this clearance.

Figure 3.32 shows the velocity profiles for different Z-coordinates for horizontal
traverses at the axial stations z / D =4.25, 6.25, 8.25 and 10.25.
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Figure 3.32: axial velocity distributions for a thruster under a flat plate

With increasing z, the presence of the plate increasingly affects the diffusion of
the propeller wake. A boundary layer arises which can be inferred from Figure 3.32.
This is supported by Figure 3.34 showing the location of maximum axial velocity.

For the fully developed propeller wake region, the velocity profile perpendicular
to the plate may be normalized similar as done Davis etal, [79]. In that case for y =0
the same velocity distribution as for the open water case may be used. However in
this case the dimensionless vertical coordinate is given by:

Z- Zm
Z=--"""- (3.34)

in which z is measured perpendicular from the plate. The velocity profile calculated
according to this formulation agrees reasonably well with the measured data.

Figure 3.33 shows the comparison between the open water profile and that for
the plate condition. It can be seen that the velocity profile for the 'behind' condition
for i ~ 0 is narrowed in the vertical direction by the presence of the plate. This is
in agreement with the results of Davis etal [79]. The lateral jet width is larger for
this condition compared to the open water case. Also this is in agreement with the
results of Davis etal. However the magnitude of this effect is less pronounced for the
thruster.

With increasing axial distance z the position ofmaximum velocity moves towards
the plate. Davis etal [79] have shown that for an ordinary turbulent jet the shift
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Figure 3.33: axial velocity comparison between open-water and behind condition

depends on the clearance. For the propeller wake and hp / D = 0.75, the variation
of the position of maximum velocity Urn is shown in Figure 3.34. This figure also
compares Urn as a function of e with the results found for open water. No significant
difference is found. This result is supported to some extent by the results of Davis
etal [79) who also found little influence of the plate on the maximum velocity decay.

3.4.2 Thruster with nozzle 37 below barge-shaped hull

Table 3.3 shows the conditions for which the velocity measurements were performed.
The measurements were subjected to a least-squares analysis assuming a realistic
velocity field. The analysis yields the various parameters describing the flow field.

3.4.2.1 Least squares analysis

Let the jet axis be located at the point with coordinates (Yet z,,) with vertical de
flection angle o.j and let aT be the angle of the jet axis with the horizontal. From
the axial, radial and tangential velocities in the slipstream, the velocities in e , Y and
z-direction may be found:

U=
V=
w=

Vax cos o.j

- Vi sin4>j

Vax sin o ,

- (Vicos 4>j + Vr sin4>j) sin o ,

+v,. cos 4>j

+(Vicos 4>j +v,. sin 4>j) cos 0. j (3.35)

For a fully turbulent jet in stationary ambient fluid the following velocity profile
can be derived for the axial velocity, see Schlichting, [81):

1
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Figure 3.34: magnitude and location of maximum axial velocity in the behind con
dition

where Vax,m is the maximum axial velocity in the slipstream located on the slip
stream center and r is the radial coordinate from the center made dimensionless by
the jet half-width, rta- This profile was seen to apply also reasonably well for the
thruster slipstream investigated so far.

As the considered propeller slipstream is non-circular due to the deflection orig
inating from the presence of the barge, rm depends on the direction of the radius
considered.

For rta a 3-term Fourier expansion is used incorporating the assumption of sym
metry in the vertical plane going through the propeller axis:

(3.37)

The tangential velocity is related to the torque of the propeller. The following
representation for Vi is adequate in the case of a swirling jet:

(3.38)

with A, B having constant values depending on the bilge shape and the distance
to the propeller. In the above representation of Vi,r is set equal to ro, i.e. the
tangential velocity is thought to be independent of q,i'

The radial velocity is small in all cases and was left out of account.
The equations 3.35 to 3.38 represent the velocity distribution in the propeller

jet. The unknowns Vax,m, ai' zC, Yc> ro, rh r2, A, B have to be determined from the
measurements for U and W.
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with N the number of data points for a scan.
The factor 50.0 in Equation 3.44 is added because of the smaller magnitude of

W.

(3.44)

(3.43)

(3.42)

(3.41 )

(3.40)

(3.39)

2GX = EF +0.1(FTB,est - FrR)

B
_ 0.832
- 2ro

To obtain values for the constants Vax,m,aj, zn ro, ri, r2, A, B the following func
tion is minimized:

in which: FTB,est denotes the estimated transverse force according to equation 3.41,
FTB denotes the measured transverse force and EF gives the error function denoting
the error between the measured and calculated U and W:

N

E F = L [(Uest - U)2 + 50.0(West - W)2]
i=l

FTB = 10012

71"prVax2drdt/>j

Introduction of equations (11) and (15) while taking r = ro for this constraint
leads to:

Another constraint between the variables which describe the velocity distribution
is imposed by a necessary relation between Vax and Vi. This originates from the
fact that the jet radius has to be approximately the same for the axial as well
as the tangential velocity. During the tests the thruster force and torque were
constant. The swirl number of the jet in this case equals S = 2Q/(DTtod = 0.23
From turbulent jet measurements performed by Chiqier etal, [82] a relation between
the jet half width rh and the location rtm of the maximum tangential velocity Vim
may be found: Ttm = 0.775rh' This factor is constant with the distance from the
propeller and applies to circular jets. It is also used for the present situation. This
condition leads to:

1
00 1211"

FTB = prUIUldrdt/>
o ()

hnposing this constraint was found necessary to obtain realistic converged solutions.
A similar constraint could have been imposed on the angular momentum but was
not necessary.

In order to be able to solve the above integral explicitly some simplifying as
sumptions have been made. These lead to the following expression:

Considerations of symmetry lead to Ye = O. Due to the rotation (swirl) of the
jet in combination with an upward deflection this assumption may not be entirely
valid. Satisfactory results, however, have been obtained with Ye = O.

Conservation of axial momentum leads to a constraint to be satisfied by the
velocity distribution:



3.4.2.2 Discussion

Figures 3.35 to 3.37 show the measured axial velocity profiles in the vertical plane
through the propeller axis for three of the covered bilge shapes.

The results of the least-squares analysis of the measured velocity distributions
are given in Tables 3.15 to 3.19. Note that to obtain a realistic solution for the least
squares analysis, it was necessary in some cases for the largest distance to the barge
(d =1.60 m) to set the values of rhr2 to zero. This was necessary for R,} = 0.05,
I =0.72; as well as for Rb = 0.10, I = 0.42 and 0.72. Also for Rb = 0.20, I = 0.42
this had to be applied, while for Rb = 0.20, I =0.72 no converged solution could be
found with the relations used for the description of the jet.

The measured velocity profiles for the first thruster position (IT = 2.12 m) in
Figures 3.35 to 3.37 confirm that for this thruster position the bilge shape is of no
relevance.

Therefore it was allowed to combine the results for all 5 bilge shapes for this
thruster position to arrive at a better least-squares solution of the velocity field.
These results therefore can be considered to apply to the open-water condition and
are entered in Table 3.20.

I d Vm zc/D Uj 1'o/D 1'dD 1'2/D A BD2 Vr m ../EF/N
(m) (m) (m/B) (~ ) [deg] (~) (-) (~) (5- 1) (-) (m/B) (- )
0.12 0.4 1.52 0.148 0.4 0.608 -0.184 0.064 -4.99 2.24 -0.202 0.090
0.42 0.4 1.33 0.352 2.2 0.704 -0.196 0.148 -3.13 1.69 -0.148 0.040
0.72 0.4 1.13 0.280 1.8 0.812 -0.120 0.340 -2.17 1.26 -0.117 0.043
0.12 1.0 1.01 0.060 0.4 0.916 0.016 0.152 -1.48 0.99 -0.090 0.034
0.42 1.0 0.87 0.264 2.9 1.072 0.120 0.216 -0.96 0.73 -0.069 0.028
0.72 1.0 0.74 0.244 2.6 1.248 -0.024 0.500 -0.59 0.53 -0.050 0.031
0.12 1.6 0.83 -0.052 1.9 1.120 0.124 0.212 -0.82 0.66 -0.062 0.027
0.42 1.6 0.65 0.264 3.6 1.444 0.280 0.308 -0.38 0.40 -0.036 0.029
0.72 1.6 0.53 -0.072 2.8 1.748 0.376 0.548 -0.22 0.28 -0.026 0.032

Table 3.15: results ofleast squares analysis of 2D LDV measurements for a thruster
mounted to a barge, Rb = 0.0 m

In the least-squares analysis a specific axial velocity distribution was assumed.
From the measured profiles in Figures 3.35 to 3.37 it is obvious that this profile
is adequate for rlr« values of up to approximately 2.0. Beyond that the measured
profiles fall off more steeply towards the jet boundary compared to Schlichting's
profile, Although this does influence the accuracy of the least-squares fit it does not
affect the values of the different parameters significantly.

The accuracy of the least-squares fit is also given in Tables 3.15 to 3.19 by the
parameter EFIN. This is the value of the error function mentioned above divided
by the number of data points. Generally the fit becomes better for larger distances
of the propeller. This is caused by several factors:

• The speed decreases with increasing distance. As EF is proportional to the
square of the speed, EF tends to decrease as well.
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I d Vm "c/D Qj ro/D rl/D r2/D A BD2 VT,m y'EF/N
(m) (m) (m/s) (-) (deg) (~ ) (-) (-) (r 1 ) (-) (m/I) (-)
0.12 0.4 1.52 0.148 0.4 0.608 -0.184 0.064 -4.99 2.24 -0.202 0.090
0.42 0.4 1.02 0.272 4.2 0.904 -0.032 0.184 -1.55 1.02 -0.093 0.060
0.72 0.4 0.86 0.780 9.6 1.060 -0.164 0.208 -0.96 0.74 -0.067 0.036
0.12 1.0 1.11 -0.072 0.2 0.832 0.132 0.156 -2.01 1.20 -0.111 0.034
0.42 1.0 0.77 0.468 5.6 1.196 0.328 0.164 -0.68 0.58 -0.055 0.037
0.72 1.0 0.55 1.020 8.4 1.652 0.540 -0.032 -0.26 0.31 -0.029 0.028
0.12 1.6 0.82 0.288 2.7 1.132 0.024 0.236 -0.76 0.65 -0.057 0.034
0.42 1.6 0.62 1.108 6.1 1.496 0.008 0.496 -0.35 0.37 -0.036 0.030
0.72 1.6 0.45 1.416 7.0 2.028 0.000 0.000 -0.14 0.20 -0.019 0.028

Table 3.16: results ofleast squares analysis of 2D LDV measurements for a thruster
mounted to a barge, Rb = 0.05 m

I d Vm "c/D Qj ro/D r./D rdD A BD2
VT,m EF/N

(m) (m) (m/I) (~) (deg) (-) H H (s-l) (-) (m/s) (-)
0.12 0.4 1.52 0.148 0.4 0.608 -0.184 0.064 -4.99 2.24 -0.202 0.090
0.42 0.4 0.90 0.508 5.8 1.020 -0.256 0.368 -1.07 0.80 -0.074 0.072
0.72 0.4 0.85 0.784 10.3 1.076 -0.272 0.308 -0.92 0.72 -0.067 0.048
0.12 1.0 0.98 -0.032 1.6 0.944 0.184 0.252 -1.33 0.93 -0.083 0.039
0.42 1.0 0.60 0.784 5.8 1.520 -0.024 0.512 -0.33 0.36 -0.033 0.034
0.72 1.0 0.59 1.172 9.9 1.548 0.436 0.120 -0.32 0.35 -0.033 0.027
0.12 1.6 0.66 0.096 -0.1 1.392 -0.064 -0.056 -0.42 0.43 -0.038 0.030
0.42 1.6 0.53 1.004 5.2 1.704 0.076 0.436 -0.24 0.29 -0.029 0.025
0.72 1.6 0.48 1.796 7.3 1.916 0.468 0.184 -0.17 0.23 -0.021 0.020

Table 3.17: results of least squares analysis of 2D LDV measurements for a thruster
mounted to a barge, V-shaped bilge

I d Vm "ciD Qj ro/D rl/D r2/ D A BD2 V';.,m "jEF/N
(m) (m) (m/I) H (deg) (- ) (-) (~ ) (S-I) (- ) (m/s) (-)
0.12 0.4 1.52 0.148 0.4 0.608 ·0.184 0.064 -4.99 2.24 -0.202 0.090
0.42 0.4 0.88 0.548 6.1 1.056 ·0.292 0.424 -0.97 0.75 -0.069 0.079
0.72 0.4 0.90 0.972 11.9 1.012 -0.412 0.336 -1.13 0.81 -0.076 0.047
0.12 1.0 1.04 0.068 2.0 0.531 0.124 0.192 -1.62 1.05 -0.095 0.035
0.42 1.0 0.64 0.680 5.6 1.448 0.192 0.316 -0.39 0.39 -0.038 0.038
0.72 1.0 0.61 1.772 10.6 1.496 -0.556 0.700 -0.36 0.37 -0.036 0.029
0.12 1.6 0.70 -0.043 -0.8 1.320 0.240 0.084 -0.49 0.48 -0.043 0.039
0.42 1.6 0.65 1.136 5.2 1.928 0.000 0.000 -0.16 0.23 -0.021 0.028
0.72 1.6 0.52 2.520 9.4 1.748 0.000 0.000 -0.23 0.28 -0.026 0.019

Table 3.18: results of least squares analysis of 2D LDV measurements for a thruster
mounted to a barge, Rb = 0.10 m
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I d Vm zclD (::g) ro/D rl/D r2/ D A BD2 Vr,m .jEF/N
(m) (m) (m/I) (~) (~) {) H (.-1) H (m/I) (-)

0.12 0.4 1.52 0.148 0.4 0.608 -0.184 0.064 -4.99 2.24 -0.202 0.090

0.42 0.4 1.14 0.248 5.8 0.804 0.040 0.164 -2.23 1.29 -0.120 0.052

0.72 0.4 0.87 1.108 15.3 1.048 -0.012 0.060 -1.04 0.76 -0.074 0.035

0.12 1.0 1.01 0.020 1.2 0.920 0.104 0.160 -1.54 0.66 -0.095 0.034

0.42 1.0 0.72 0.908 6.8 1.276 0.088 0.496 -0.56 0.51 -0.048 0.037

0.72 1.0 0.59 2.424 16.1 1.556 0.044 -0.124 -0.32 0.34 -0.033 0.020

0.12 1.6 0.79 -0.072 1.2 1.176 0.160 0.128 -0.72 0.60 -0.057 0.033

0.42 1.6 0.48 1.532 6.5 1.924 0.000 0.000 -0.16 0.23 -0.021 0.029

0.72 1.6 - - - - - - - - - -

Table 3.19: results ofleast squares analysis of 2D LDV measurements for a thruster
mounted to a barge, Rb = 0.20 m

I d v'n zc/D (::g) ro/D rdD r2/ D A BD2 V. m .jEF/N
(m) (m) (m/I) (-) 'i~) (-) (-) (.-1 ) (- ) (m/I) (-)
0.12 0.4 1.52 0.148 0.4 0.608 -0.184 0.064 -4.99 2.24 -0.202 0.090
0.12 1.0 1.01 0.008 1.5 0.916 0.128 0.196 -1.51 0.99 -0.093 0.038
0.12 1.6 0.78 -0.072 1.1 1.184 0.252 0.152 -0.70 0.59 -0.055 0.036

Table 3.20: results of least squares analysis of 2D LDV measurements for a thruster
mounted to a barge, all bilge shapes combined
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• The velocity profile assumed above ideally refers to a fully developed propeller
wake; at smaller distances from the propeller this assumption will not be valid
with resulting larger values of the error function EF/N.

• The velocity variations due to turbulence are larger close to the propeller.
Therefore the average measured velocities (20-second averages) will fluctuate
more in this region. This results in larger errors in the average velocities.

Figures 3.38, 3.39 depict the relations between distance to the propeller respec
tively bilge radius and the parameters describing the propeller jet.

. d = 7.06 rn, average of all R-values

x cl = 7.06 m, R = 0

2.36-,--------,.------,-----,...------,-----,°.57

IJm o x (m/S)

.-10Vt m (m/~)Vtm,

Vrno x

1.111 +------t-----=::,~,.-_+-----+_----___j'------__jO.28

4 8 12 16

Figure 3.38: jet parameters as a function of distance to the propeller

From Figures 3.35 to 3.37 as well as from Tables 3.15 to 3.19 it is clear that
the jet deflection increases with increasing IT and Rb. This shows both in the values
of Zc and the jet angle 0j. For Rb = 0 there is hardly any jet deflection to be seen.
This agrees with the results of the force measurements discussed in a subsequent
section.

Further in accordance with the expectations the maximum velocity decreases
and the jet width increases with increasing distance to the propeller.

Comparison between the different tables show that the maximum velocity drops
if the bilge radius increases from Rb = 0 to Rb = 0.88. Beyond that there is no
distinct relation between Rb and Vax,m' The same remark applies to the value of ra.

With increasing Rb one would expect asymmetrical velocity distributions to show
up. But the values of rl and r2 do not show such a distinct tendency.

Figure 3.39 shows the jet deflection on a basis of the bilge radius. A particle of
mass m and velocity V has to experience a force F = mV2/r to describe a circular
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Figure 3.39: jet parameters as a function of bilge radius

arc of radius r. If the suction force per unit mass F/m would be constant with Y
and bilge radius Rb' a one-to-one relation between the jet deflection O:j and y 2

/ Rb
might be expected. Figure 3.40a shows O:j as a function of y2 / Rb. Y is the estimated
maximum jet velocity at the axial coordinate which coincides with the start of the
bilge. This value is estimated from Figure 3.38 by inserting the appropriate axial
coordinate, :l: / D = 0.85,2.96 and 5.08. It would seem that y2 / Rb has to be replaced
by y2 to obtain a better one-to-one correlation. However, Figure 3.40b shows a bad
correlation for smaller Y. Figure 3.40c shows the value of 0: i /..;I[b on a basis of
1/y2. In this case the measured data coincide somewhat better.

Therefore a rough estimate of the jet deflection may be given by:

[i4 (gD )
O:j = 29y 15 y2 - 0.28 (3.45)

which gives a reasonable fit ofthe measured results. Note that the use ofthe propeller
diameter in this relation is not supported by any of the measurements. It only serves
to non-dimensionalize the formula. Also the non-linearity which is apparent from
Figure 3.40c is not covered in the above relation. Further investigations are necessary
to determine a more general relation.
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3.5 Interaction for Azimuthing Thrusters

3.5.1 Introduction

A common propulsion unit for a dynamically positioned floater is the azimuthing or
compass thruster capable of delivering horizontal thrust in an arbitrary direction.
These thrusters are frequently fitted with a nozzle of either the NSMB 37 or the
NSMB 19A type.

For reasons of size limitations, redundancy and controllability the required thrust
is mostly delivered by two or more units rather tha.n by one big unit. These units
are often spaced close together giving rise to mutual interaction.

Also the units may be located at almost any place on the hull, rather than at the
stern end of the ship. The location of the units close to the hull causes thruster-hull
interaction much the same as for conventional propulsion. However the arbitrary
thrust direction together with the widely varying hull form in the vicinity of the
thruster cause this interaction to be unpredictable at present especially on account
of the frequent occurrence of oblique inflow of the thruster.

The picture becomes increasingly complicated if a second body is situated in the
presence of the thruster such as occurs for a semi-submersible or in the vicinity of
a quay but also for towing of an object. The flow around this object is then altered
by the operation of the thruster leading to changed forces on this body. This in
turn can cause the flow around the first body to change with corresponding force
changes.

The object of the present chapter is to shed some light on these phenomena both
by presenting experimental results as well as by carrying out a limited computational
study giving insight in the processes involved.

3.5.2 Thruster-thruster interaction

3.5.2.1 Thruster-thruster interaction measurements

Barge with two azimuthing thrusters. These tests were carried out for a large flat
bottom barge fitted with two azimuthing thrusters, see Figure 3.41. The two thruster
positions were variable as were the azimuth angles. The barge was towed in the
longitudinal direction. The details for the tested models are given in Section A.7.

Table 3.21 lists all test conditions for the flat-bottom barge with two azimuthing
thrusters. Note that the thruster angles of both thrusters were always equal. The
listed relative position of the aft thruster is made dimensionless with the thruster
diameter. The pitch of the propellers was equal to pu.dD = 0.9.

3.5.2.2 Thruster-thruster interaction calculations

Open water case One of the cases considered covers the interaction of two az
imuthing thrusters in each others vicinity in open water. This situation was covered
experimentally by Lehn, [24].
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Figure 3.41: test set-up for two azimuthing thrusters under a barge

z/D y/D OtT V.
(-) (-) (deg) (m/s)
2 0 0, 10,20,30 -0.14,0.0,0.14, 0.28, 0.42, 0.56
2 2 10, 20, 30 -0.14,0.0,0.14,0.28, 0.42, 0.56
4 0 0, 10,20 -0.14, 0.0, 0.14, 0.28, 0.42, 0.56
4 2 10,20,30 -0.14,0.0,0.14,0.28,0.42,0.56
4 4 10, 20, 30 -0.14,0.0,0.14,0.28,0.42,0.56
8 0 0, 10, 20 -0.14,0.0,0.14, 0.28, 0.42, 0.56
8 2 -15, 0, 15, 30 -0.14,0.0,0.14, 0.28, 0.42, 0.56
8 4 10,20,30 -0.14,0.0,0.14,0.28,0.42, 0.56
8 6 10, 20, 30 -0.14,0.0,0.14, 0.28,0.42, 0.56
16 0 0, 10,20 -0.14,0.0,0.14, 0.28, 0.42, 0.56
16 2 10,20,30 -0.14,0.0,0.14,0.28,0.42, 0.56
16 4 10,20,30 -0.14,0.0,0.14, 0.28, 0.42, 0.56
16 6 10,20,30 -0.14,0.0,0.14, 0.28, 0.42, 0.56

Table 3.21: measurement conditions for thruster-thruster interaction tests with a
barge fitted with two azimuthing thrusters
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The open-water diagram of the thrusters was not given in [24] for which reason
the thrusters were assumed to behave identical to a Ka-4-70 propeller with 19A
nozzle adjusted to a pitch of po.dD = 1.0. The diameter of the propellers equals
0.208 m.

The interaction is determined by calculating the flow induced by one of the two
propellers and assuming that the second propeller is not present. Once the flow field
is determined, the thrust and torque of the second propeller is calculated by taking
the average axial inflow speed to the second propeller and using the open-water
diagram. This can be done for any location and orientation of the second propeller
assuming the open-water diagram to be valid also for oblique inflow conditions and
assuming that the operation of the first propeller is not affected by that of the second
propeller.

The last assumption is validated by among others Lehn, [24] who established that
the forward propeller (Le. the thruster that causes the interaction) is not affected by
the rear one if the mutual distance exceeds approximately two propeller diameters.

The first assumption is approximately valid if the inflow angle is relatively small
or the advance ratio (based on the ambient speed) has a low value, see e.g. Oosterveld
etal [12].

The flow induced by the front propeller is calculated in the following fluid domain:

-1.0 ~:r;~ 15.0

-4.0 ~y~ 4.0

-4.0 ~z~ 2.5

with the center of the propeller plane located at (0.055,0.0, 0.0) and the propeller
thrust directed in the negative x-direction.

Only the bollard pull condition is considered by Lehn, [24]. Therefore on all
boundary planes a symmetry condition was imposed creating a completely closed
fluid domain. The domain was divided in 51 x 41 x 46 control volumes; the control
volume faces are located similar as for the slipstream calculations, see Figure 3.4.

The total thrust and torque of the propeller amount to 98.4 Nand 1.723 Nm
respectively. The propeller turning direction is clockwise looking in the direction
of the thrust. The thrust and torque were modeled by a constant force per unit
propeller area. The integrated force and moment over the disk equals the mentioned
thrust and torque.

Note that the total thrust is spread over the propeller disk; i.e. also the duct
thrust is distributed over that area. It is assumed that this simplification does not
introduce significant errors in the overall flow field. Further any effects of the hub
or vertical drive were neglected both on the force distribution as well as on the
open-water characteristics.
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3.5.2.3 Discussion of interaction for open water conditions

The only data available for thruster-thruster interaction in open water is that pub
lished by Lehn [24] which referred to zero speed conditions only and covered varia
tions in relative thruster position and thruster angles.

Using the calculated velocity field downstream of a simplified thruster, delivering
the same thrust as Lehn's thruster and consuming the same power, the interaction
was calculated for the cases reported by Lehn. To this end the average inflow velocity
over the propeller disk of the second thruster was calculated, and the resulting
advance ratio was used in conjunction with the estimated open-water diagram of the
thruster used by Lehn [24]. This open-water diagram can be taken to correspond
with that of a Ka-4-70 propeller with nozzle 19A.

Figures 3.42 and 3.43 show the measured and calculated data. Figure 3.42
shows the thrust and torque interaction as a fraction of the front thruster's values
on the basis of distance between the thrusters. It is seen that the measurements and
calculations agree fairly well for the entire range of distances.

Figure 3.43 shows the interaction coefficients for two distances between the two
thrusters, respectively 3 and 6D, and as a function of thruster angle. It -is seen that
the agreement is again adequate and that for angles around 20 to 30 degrees the
interaction disappears. This is of course important for the control system of a DP
ship: by rotating both thrusters by some 25 degrees, it is possible to obtain almost
the maximum force without serious interaction while keeping the force perpendicular
to the line connecting the thrusters zero.

The extent of the interaction can be reduced in case of controllable pitch pro
pellers where the pitch can be adjusted to consume again full power. Thereby the
interaction on thrust can be reduced significantly as shown in Figure 3.42.

3.5.2.4 Discussion of interaction for thrusters below a flat plate

For thrusters mounted underneath a ship a different situation occurs since the slip
stream of the front thruster will be affected by the presence of the ship's plating. By
using the calculated velocity field for a simplified thruster close to a flat plate, it is
again possible to calculate the thruster-thruster interaction using the same approach
as for the open-water case.

Figure 3.44a shows the obtained interaction as a function of distance between
the thrusters both measured and calculated. The agreement is seen to be adequate
again. Also it is clear that both for the measurements as well as for the calculations
the interaction in open-water persists for larger distances between the thrusters.
This is to be ascribed to the increased diffusion of the jet if it is close to a flat plate,
see before.

Rotating the front thruster also in this case leads to reduced interaction coef
ficients, see Figure 3.44b. The agreement between calculation and measurement is
again rather good, although the measured interaction falls off more rapidly com
pared to the calculated one. This is in agreement with the comparison between the
measured and calculated velocity distributions in the thruster slipstream.
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The measurements were also carried out at low speeds. Figure 3.45 shows the
influence of speed on the interaction for some of the conditions. It is seen that the
effect of speed is rather small in all cases; any effect observed is due to the effect of
speed on slipstream decay, which is slower with increasing coflowing ambient speed,
and due to the deflection and increased decay of the slipstream in case of oblique
flow.

3.5.3 Thruster-hull interaction

3.5.3.1 Thruster-hull interaction measurements

Tests with a flat-bottom barge with various bilge shapes. Force measurements were
carried out on the barge fitted with one azimuthing thruster and variable bilge shape.
The thrust and torque of the thruster were measured, see Section 2.4.2 as well as
the horizontal forces on the barge, see Section 2.4.1.

The test set-up is shown in Figure 3.46 which shows the variable position of the
thruster and the barge-shaped hull with variable bilge shapes. Section A.6 gives all
details pertaining to the models used for this test series. Table 3.22 gives the test
conditions for this case.
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Tests for a semi-submersible workover vessel. The same test set-up as described
in the previous paragraph was used for measuring the forces on one hull of a semi
submersible as induced by a thruster mounted under a second floater.

The second floater with the thruster was represented by the same barge as de
scribed in the previous paragraph. The floater of the semi-sub was realistically
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Figure 3.45: thruster-thruster interaction under a flat plate as influenced by ambient
speed
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Figure 3.46: test set-up for force measurements on a barge-shaped hull fitted with
an azimuthing thruster
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Bilge Shape Thruster Thruster
Radius Position Angle
R (m) I (m) (deg)
Circular, 0.0 0.120, 0.420, 0.720 -10, 0, 20, 40
Circular, 0.050 0.120, 0.420, 0.720 -10, 0, 20, 40
Circular, 0.100 0.120,0.420,0.720 -10, 0, 20, 40
Circular, 0.200 0.120, 0.420, 0.720 -10, 0, 20, 40
V-shaped 0.120,0.420,0.720 -10, 0, 20, 40

Table 3.22: test conditions for force measurements on a flat-bottom barge fitted
with an azimuthing thruster

modeled. The test set-up is shown in Figure 3.2. The figure shows the semi-sub
floater which could be positioned in various longitudinal positions.

Sections A.4 and A.6 list all details pertaining to the models used for these
tests. Table 3.23 gives the test review for the measurements of the forces on a semi
submersible floater induced by an azimuthing thruster mounted under a flat-bottom
barge.

Bilge Shape Thruster Thruster Floater
Radius Position Angle Position
R (m) l(m) (deg) (m)
Circular, 0.0 0.120,0.420, 0.720 0 0.368, 2.304, 3.344, 3.722
Circular, 0.05 0.120, 0.420, 0.720 0 0.368, 2.304, 3.344, 3.722
Circular, 0.10 0.120, 0.420, 0.720 0 0.368, 2.304, 3.344, 3.722
Circular, 0.20 0.120,0.420,0.720 0 0.368, 2.304, 3.344, 3.722
V-shaped 0.120,0.420, 0.720 0 0.368, 2.304, 3.344, 3.722

Table 3.23: test conditions for force measurements on a semi-submersible floater
induced by an azimuthing thruster fitted to a flat-bottom barge

3.5.3.2 Thruster-hull interaction calculations

A very limited number of calculations was undertaken to study the effect of speed
on thruster-hull interaction. To this end a two-dimensional plate was subjected to
uniform ambient flow and a thruster was positioned upstream and close to the right
hand side of the plate. The situation is shown in Figure 3.47 which also shows the
grid. The grid covered 58 X 66 cells and was finely spaced around the thruster
and the plate. Calculations were carried out for various thrust levels all creating a
thruster wash towards the plate. The location and direction of the thruster was not
varied, nor was the ambient speed and the plate size.

3.5.3.3 Discussion of interaction for single-hull floater

Figure 3.48a shows that for the thruster position nearest to the edge of the barge
(l = 2.12 m) there is virtually no thrust deduction due the presence of the bilge
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Figure 3.47: situation for two-dimensional jet flow impinging on a flat plate

irrespective of the thruster angle aT and irrespective of the bilge radius Rb• In view
of the conservation of momentum this means that the propeller jet is not changed
by the presence of the bilge. As shown in a previous section, this is in line with the
results of the velocity measurements which show no appreciable jet deflection.

For larger I-values there is some thrust deduction which increases with I and with
the bilge radius. This trend is to be expected since for larger I the velocity in the
jet cross-section at the bilge drops. Consequently the flow will remain attached to
the bilge for a longer time because the required centripetal force (suction force) for
a given deflection will be smaller. As the required acceleration of the flow increases
with V 2 / R an increase of the bilge radius leads to the same tendency.

From these results it may also be inferred that the thrust deduction will increase
with decreasing thrust of the propeller. The present tests covered only high values
of the thrust. Still losses of some 15 % are found. Much larger losses will occur for
smaller thrust values which occur most often in DP.

Figure 3.48 also shows FTB as a function of aT for the three thruster positions
I =0.12, I =0.42 and I =0.72 m. Some influence of jet-deflection may be seen
which as expected is indeed larger for the larger I-values. Percentage-wise the thrust
deduction is larger for larger aT-values. This is to be expected as for larger aT-values
the distance of the thruster to the bilge is larger with a resulting drop in velocity
and hence longer attachment of the jet to the bilge. This tendency is clear for both
I =0.42 m and I =0.72 m.
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Figure 3.48: transverse barge force as influenced by thruster angle OtT, bilge radius
Rb and thruster position I
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Figure 3.49 shows the CF L h coefficient for the longitudinal force on the barge
for various thruster angles aT. The absolute value of CFL h for aT =0 increases
slightly with larger bilge radius R and thruster distance l, This must be associated
with side-ways deflection of the jet flowing around the bilge. The magnitude of this
effect is seen to be very small. This shows that the force on the barge associated
with jet-deflection acts mainly in the transverse direction for the considered thruster
angles. For larger angles dose to 90 degrees or for lower jet velocities, the jet will
be increasingly deflected towards a direction parallel to the barge and CF L h will
increase. However this increase will be relatively small since the longitudinal force
is approximately proportional with the sine of the thruster angle.
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Figure 3.49: longitudinal barge force as influenced by thruster angle aT, bilge radius
Rb and thruster position t

3.5.3.4 Discussion of interaction for a twin-hull floater

Figure 3.50 shows the resistance of the floater to the flow induced by the operating
propeller as a percentage of the thrust of the thruster, Le. the coefficient CFr«

introduced in Section 3.1. As this figure shows, losses of between 25 and 45% may
be expected for this relative position of floater and barge (Xl" =0.368 m) at thruster
angle aT =0.

For the V-shaped frame it appears that the largest thrust deduction occurs for
the largest value of l, For a larger bilge radius a further deflection of the jet may lead
to reduced deduction factors since then the thruster jet may flow over the submerged
floater body. The thrust deduction is seen to be a complicated interplay of the jet
deflection, the velocity distribution in the jet and the geometry of the body relative
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Figure 3.50: transverse floater force as influenced by thruster angle aT, bilge radius
Rb and thruster position Ij for XF =0.368 m

to the jet.
Therefore, it may be possible that a larger thrust deduction on the barge (caused

by a larger deflection) may have a favourable influence on the deduction due to the
floater. The total resulting net force on the semi-submersible may reach an optimum
this way.

This optimum bilge radius obviously also depends on the distance between both
floaters (or in this case barge and floater), on the thruster position I, on the dimen
sions of the floater and on the thrust of the propeller. Further it will depend on the
current velocity and current direction, both of which were not considered in these
measurements. Therefore it will be impossible to derive an optimum bilge radius
for all conditions. However, for the limiting design condition leading to maximum
thrust a minimum thrust deduction is required and that aim can be achieved by
proper design.

Figure 3.50 shows FTF also as a function of thruster angle aT. For XF = 0.368
the maximum thrust deduction is found for values of ar between 20° and 30°. For
larger aT the deduction will drop again because of the reduced average transverse
velocity in the jet over the floater hull both because of a larger distance to the
floater measured along this direction as well as because of the smaller component
perpendicular to the floater.

The strong reduction of FTF for thruster positions I = 0.42 and 0.72 m for larger
«r could also be ascribed to this sideways deflection, at least partly. As all the
aforementioned contributions may be present, the cause of the observed behaviour
cannot be firmly established from the presented measurements.

Figure 3.51 shows the point of application of the resistance force on the floater.
It may be seen that this point has an almost constant location of approximately 0.2
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metres astern of the propeller axis for all values of 1and R b at thruster angle 01' =0.
The reason for this value is not clear: with the propeller slipstream located near the
aftbody of the floater one would expect positive values for the point of application.
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Figure 3.51: point of application of transverse floater force as influenced by thruster
angle 01', bilge radius Rb and thruster position Ij for Xl" =0.368 m

Figure 3.51 also shows the point of application of the transverse force on the basis
of thruster angle. In case the induced flow can be regarded as a local phenomenon
this should closely coincide with the value b tan 01' where b is the distance between
thruster and floater. For the case of 1 =0.12, b = 1.87 m and the results indeed do
coincide reasonably well if one starts from al" = -0.22 m for 01' = 0:

aF = -0.22 + b tan 01' (3.46)

The mentioned figure also includes the point of application for the other two thruster
positions 1 = 0.42 m and 1 = 0.72 m. Also for these thruster position the linear
relationship is adequate. Some of the scatter must be attributed to the fact that if
the jet hits a column, the induced floater force can be distributed unevenly across
the jet cross-section.

Figure 3.52 shows the transverse floater force as a function of floater position
XF for all values of Rb and I. Considerable thruster force losses of up to 73% due
to the presence of the floater are observed. The dependence on 1 and Rb is obvious
from this figure. It is interesting to compare the results for XF =2.3 with those for
X F =3.35 m. Although the same trends are visible it is apparent that the differences
between the 15 combinations of 1and Rb-values are smaller. This has to be ascribed
to the presence of one of the columns for XF =3.35 m. This makes the deflection
almost irrelevant as a larger deflection will only result in the jet blowing against the
column instead of the floater.
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Figure 3.52: transverse floater force as influenced floater position XF, bilge radius
Rb and thruster position I; thruster angle aT =0

The point of application depicted in Figure 3.53 as a function of XF, varies in a
distinct way around the value of zero. The value aF = 0 agrees with the propeller
axis. A shift from negative to positive values of aF is observed with increasing X r

This is caused by the asymmetry of the flow conditions due to the presence of the
floater. The values of aF are virtually independent of 1 or Rb: upward deflection
does not change the point of application.

Figure 3.54 shows the longitudinal floater force for different thruster angles at
XF = 0.368m. It may be expected that for aT = -200 FDF will be zero as the
propeller jet does not interfere with the floater in that case. For aT = 400 some 20%
of the longitudinal thrust is balanced by floater resistance, eLF' = 0.20.

Considering the longitudinal floater force FLF' a comparison of the results for
1 =0.42 and 0.72 m reveals the strange fact that FDF increases with increasing
upward jet deflection for aT = 20° whereas this trend cannot be observed for aT =
40°. One possible explanation for this is the sideways deflection of the jet or in other
words the bending of the jet into a more longitudinal direction. This could be caused
by the suction force at the bilge. The velocity measurements were only carried out
for aT = 0 and cannot confirm this explanation. If this were true, however, a shift
a maximum FLF towards smaller values of aT would have to be expected. The
increase of FLF for or = 20 could however also be caused by the presence of the
rear column. For aT = 20 and large upward deflection the jet will just hit the
forward part of this column. For ar = 40 there would be no such effect which is in
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accordance with the measurements.
In this respect it is also interesting to point at the aF-values for the same thruster

positions in Figure 3.51 In case of sideways deflection one would expect an increase
in aF also. The results for 1 = 0.42 m only mildly exhibit this tendency whereas
those for 1 = 0.72 m does not indicate such a shift of the point of application. It
would seem therefore that the sideways shift is mild at most.

Figure 3.55 shows results for the longitudinal floater force for other relative
positions of the floater. In the cases of X F =2.30 m and X F =3.35 m the longitudinal
force is found to be negligible. For X F =3.72 m a negative longitudinal force is found.
In this case the point of impact of the propeller slipstream is located near the bow.
This is representative for the case of a forward bow thruster blowing in the direction
of the second floater. The resulting force is small, however.
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Figure 3.55: longitudinal floater forces for various relative floater positions X F , bilge
radii Rb and thruster positions I; thruster angle ar =0

An unexplained feature is why all results exhibit negative longitudinal floater
forces for both XF =0.368 m and XF =3.72 m. One would expect an opposite
sign in these two cases. One possibility is that the force is caused by the rotational
velocities which would account for the identical sign of the force on both ends of the
floater. For intermediate XF-values all longitudinal forces are indeed almost zero.

3.5.3.5 Interaction resistance coefficients for twin-hull floater

In a previous section, Section 3.4.2, the jet parameters were derived for the jet cross
section at the vertical center plane of the second floater. Since also the overall trans
verse forces on the floater are known it is possible to derive resistance coefficients,
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similar to those found for uniform inflow.
However to find meaningful results the resistance coefficient for this analysis is

defined by:
FII (

CII,jet = 1 . 2 3.47)
iPAJ,jVAJ,j

where A f.j is the area of the floater lying within the jet cross section which is defined
in this case to be the area bounded by the radial coordinate satisfying r :::; rj = 3rh2,
see also Figure 3.56. The value of VAJ•i is the average jet velocity over this area Af.j
in the direction of the force FII •

.1 AXjc

Figure 3.56: area of floater hit by thruster jet

The jet parameters are only known for the thruster angle OtT = 0 and the re
sistance coefficients are only determined for this case. Appreciable scatter of CII,jet

was found with values ranging between 1.8 and 3.8. No clear relation with either
bilge radius (deflection angle) or floater position (XF) was observed.

As a next step the fractional area coefficient Cfa was determined:

A f ·
C - ,Jfa ---

A-J
(3.48)

with Aj the total cross sectional area of the jet again bounded by by the radial
coordinate satisfying r :::; rj = 3rh2.

Plotted on the basis of Cfa the resistance coefficients are seen to converge with
increasing value of Cfa, see Figure 3.57a. The scatter is seen to increase with
decreasing values of the fractional area coefficient and as the figure shows there
is no clear relation with bilge radius. The figure shows that if the jet is blowing
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partly past the floater structure the resistance coefficient becomes unpredictable.
However if the jet is entirely hitting the floater the value of C".jet tends to a value
of approximately 2.2.
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Figure 3.57: floater force resistance coefficients as a function of fractional area coef
ficient and depending on bilge radius and floater position

IT the values of C".jet are again plotted on the basis of Cja but now indicating
the value of X F for which they are valid, the results fall apart in four groups, see
Figure 3.57b.

This figure together with Figure 3.57a indicates that the scatter is not strongly
related to either floater position and therefore floater shape or jet deflection. To
resolve this matter the center of the floater-jet interaction area Aj,j was derived
and compared to the jet center. To this end the following two static moments were
determined relative to both the :c and z-axes, Le the two axes lying in the floater
center plane. These are defined by:

Sj,j;x = ! :cVdAj,j
Af,i

Sj,j;z I. zVdAJ,j
Af,j

Sj;x ! :cVdAj
Aj

s.; hi zVdAj (3.49)

From these volume flow static moments the respective centers :cj.j, Zj,j,:Cj and
Zj were determined by dividing by the corresponding volume flows across the areas
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A j and A /,j and the distance between the two centers were obtained:

6.zjc = Zj - z/,j

6.zj c Zj - Z/,j

(3.50)

Figure 3.58 shows the resistance coefficient on the basis of 6.Zjc' The figure
shows the clear change of resistance coefficient with the distance between the jet
and jet-floater volume flow centers. The remaining scatter is surprisingly small if
one considers the various steps taken to derive the coefficients and the measurement
accuracy pertaining to the LDV and force measurements. Indeed the only significant
scatter is found for 6.Zjc-values close to zero.
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Figure 3.58: floater force resistance coefficients as a function of vertical difference in
location of the jet volume flow centers

Also some asymmetry is observed showing that the resistance coefficient differs
with the jet flowing around the keel side (showing smaller values of ClI,jet) or around
the upper side (showing larger values of the resistance coefficient).

This can be explained by observing that the cross section of the floater is more
rounded on the lower side especially if one considers that the flow is directed some
what upward on account of the deflection introduced by the bilge. Figure 3.5980
illuminates this situation.
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At the forward and aft end of the floater similar phenomena will undoubtedly
arise; the present measurements however did not cover such floater positions.

a) b)

Figure 3.59: explanation of asymmetry in floater force resistance coefficients as
caused by vertical differences in the location of the jet volume flow centers

Figure 3.60 shows again the resistance coefficients but now on the basis of the
radial distance of the volume flow centers. This distance llrjc is made dimensionless
with the average jet radius rjc'

The figure again shows two main lines, one for the jet flowing over the floater
and one for the jet flowing underneath it. The former exhibits the higher resistance
coefficients but for values of llrjc/rjc of approximately 0.1 a vague transition region
occurs. This is in agreement with the scatter observed in Figure 3.58. Now it must
be realized that all the open triangles with larger values of Gy,jet in Figure 3.60 relate
to the floater position at which the waterlines are running inwards. This means that
the cross section is becoming sharper, see Figure 3.59b and the resistance coefficient
is increasing. Thus the scatter in this region can be explained again by relating the
value of Cy,jet to the local shape of the floater.

From the results presented here it is possible to derive a rather accurate general
method to determine thruster-hull interaction for a twin-hull situation. Indeed also
propeller wash induced forces for e.g. ships towed by tugs can be treated using this
material.

The shortcoming still present is the effect of inflow speed on the resistance coef
ficients which was not covered in the present work.

To that end a limited two-dimensional computational exercise was carried out
where the influence of forward speed on the resistance coefficient was studied. The
situation refers to a two-dimensional jet in uniform inflow impinging on a flat plate,
see Section 3.5.3.

Figure 3.61 shows the velocity distribution and Gp-coefficient for a thrust of 250
N. Despite the strong jet generated by the two-dimensional thruster, the pressure
on the flat plate is increased only marginally compared to that of the case without
a thruster. The increase of pressure is only local on the right hand side of the plate
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where the jet impinges. The reason for this mild pressure change (and relatively
small thrust degradation) is found by considering the flow vectors. These show that
the jet is deflected away from the plate by the ambient flow which is curving around
the plate. Therefore the thrust degradation is becoming smaller for this particular
condition compared to that for zero ambient speed.

The change of pressure coefficient with changing thrust is shown in Figure 3.62
where the Cp-value on both sides of the plate is shown. This figure again confirms
that a stronger jet is deflected less by the ambient flow and that the thrust degra
dation increases. The related induced force on the plate is shown in Figure 3.63
and shows the importance of the ratio between jet velocity and ambient velocity.
The figure also shows the point of application of the thruster induced force. It is
seen that the induced flow again is a largely local phenomenon not affecting the flow
around the remainder of the plate significantly.

It is expected that for a three-dimensional situation the same effects prevail al
though the deflection of the jet will be probably reduced on account of the possibility
for the flow to circumvent the jet.

It can be stated that with the techniques presented, it has become possible to
analyse the thrust degradation for these conditions in more detail covering such
aspects as jet deflection, ambient flow, simplified geometries and shading effects
between 2 parallel floaters.
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3.6 Interaction for Tunnel Thrusters

3.6.1 Introduction

The previous sections have covered one of the most frequently encountered actuators
in some detail. The remaining sections of this chapter treat another important
manoeuvring and positioning device, the tunnel thruster.

Past work on this propulsor has identified an important shortcoming of the tunnel
thruster, Le. that its effectivity rapidly decreases with increasing forward speed, see
e.g, Chislett etal [42] and Beveridge [43]. The theoretical work concentrated on the
forward speed only, see Cooper, [38] with extensions to small drift angles, Kijima
[50]. Experimental work focus sed on the deep water effectivity of the bow thrusters
at forward speed (zero drift angle) mostly disregarding the possible effects of shallow
water, large drift angles or presence of quays. Considerable attention was devoted to
overcoming the detrimental effect of speed on the tunnel thruster effectivity for which
reference may be made to the work of Brix [49], [45] who suggested the application
of an anti-suction tunnel to reduce the extent of the low pressure region on the exit
side of the thruster jet. This low pressure region is known to be directly related
to the reduced side thruster effectivity and is caused by the entrainment into the
thruster jet as it is deflected by the inflow (Le. forward speed) to become increasingly
oriented parallel to the ship. This was already found in earlier aerodynamic work,
see Jordinson [37].

The following sections form an attempt to shed more light on the phenomena
involved in the effectivity of side thrusters in more or less arbitrary inflow conditions.
Both calculations for simplified cases as well as measurements are presented and
discussed. The calculations are used to obtain more insight in the forces generated
by the thruster since they give detailed information on the flow it induces. It is
not attempted to carry out a complete correlation study involving the measured as
well as calculated forces and moments since the theoretical analysis is aimed to be
qualitative. Indeed a full correlation study would also require a detailed modelling
of the hull shape which is outside the scope of the computational tool in its present
form.

The discussion first deals with the simplified cases for which calculations were
carried out. Subsequently the measurements are discussed and reference is made to
the relevant results of the calculations.

3.6.2 Calculation of interaction

3.6.2.1 Calculations for a two-dhnensional wedge with a tunnel thruster

This computational case refers to a symmetrical situation where a two-dimensional
flat plate is subjected to an inflow with a speed of 0.319 m/so The inflow is directed
perpendicular to the plate, Le. the drift angle equals 900 • In the center of the plate
a tunnel thruster is positioned delivering a certain thrust. The thrust distribution
was taken to vary linearly with the distance to the propeller center and a hub was
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Figure 3.64: two-dimensional plate with a center-line thruster in uniform inflow

not modelled. Figure 3.64 shows the situation and also indicates the extent of the
fluid domain which was assumed to be sufficiently large for this study to exclude
wall effects. Indeed calculations for a larger domain for one of the cases showed
insignificant differences.

Figure 3.64 also shows a part of the grid for these calculations and it is seen that
the grid was symmetric with respect to the Y-axis. The grid consists of 53 x 57
cells. Although the grid is rather coarse compared to the suggested number of cells
of approx 70 (see Chapter 2) the present grid is considered to be sufficient since only
variations of the flow due to different thrust levels are of interest. Absolute forces
or pressure distributions are not of interest here.

3.6.2.2 Calculations for a two-dimensional Hat plate with a bow thruster

This case covered a flat plate with dimensions identical to that used for the flow
calculations for varying drift angle, see Chapter 2. However in this case a tunnel
thruster opening was added at 4.7 % of the length from the leading edge (stern)
or trailing edge (bow). The grid was correspondingly modified and is shown in
Figure 3.65 for the case of a stern thruster.

The extent of the fluid domain is identical to that used in Chapter 2 and the
grid fineness (80 x 82 cells) is sufficient to obtain reliable two-dimensional results.
The tunnel diameter is again 0.14 m with a linearly varying thrust distribution from
center to tip.

By varying the drift angle from 0 to 90 degrees and by locating the tunnel both
at X = -2.4 and X = 2.4 m as well as considering positive and negative thrust
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Figure 3.65: grid for two-dimensional plate with a bow thruster

values, the entire drift angle range was covered.

3.6.2.3 Calculations for a three-dimensional wedge with a tunnel thrus
ter

This computational case again refers to a symmetrical situation where a flat plate is
subjected to a uniform inflow with speed V = 0.319 m/so As for the two-dimensional
case a thruster is located on the center-line of the plate, see Figure 3.66. The thruster
opening has a diameter of 0.14 m and the propeller axis is located approximately
D from the keel. Again a linear thrust distribution is applied and a hub is not
modelled. The torque, for most cases set equal to zero, is also modelled using a
linear distribution.

The fluid domain is approximately equal to that in the basin where experiments
were performed on a wedge with a tunnel thruster. The calculated and measured
conditions were similar with the important exception of the hull shape which was a
flat plate for the calculations and a ship-like two-dimensional section for the mea
surements.

Figure 3.66 shows the grid for the computations which consists of 57 X 53 x 37
cells. The propeller is covered by a total of 58 cells giving a sufficiently fine thrust
distribution. Note that the thrust per cell was corrected for the fact that a certain
part of the exterior cells is located outside of the propeller radius.

3.6.2.4 Calculations for a three-dimensional flat plate with a bow thrus
ter

This computational case refers to a flat plate of 5.3 m length with a tunnel thruster
located at 4.7% of the length astern of the bow. Figure 3.67 shows both the situation
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as well as the most relevant part of the grid.
Although in principle calculations are possible for arbitrary drift angles attention

focussed on forward speed only (f3 = 180). Both the thrust as well as the ship speed
was varied. Only deep water conditions were considered although again this is not
a necessary restriction.

The representation of the propeller thrust and tunnel opening is identical to that
for the three-dimensional wedge discussed previously.

To confirm the potential advantage of an anti-suction tunnel a calculation was
carried out for the same flat plate but with an additional hole in the vicinity of the
tunnel. To this end the local grid was refined to properly define this hole.
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3.6.3 Measurement of interaction

3.6.3.1 Tests for a tunnel thruster in a wedge-shaped hull

These tests were performed on a simplified wedge-shaped hull fitted with one tunnel
thruster. The wedge has a uniform frame shape similar to a typical ship's frame at
the usual location of a bow thruster. The particulars for the tested configuration
are given in Section A.5.

Table 3.24 lists the test conditions for the wedge with the tunnel thruster. Note
that seven speeds were considered; for each speed seven rpm-values were covered.
The velocity direction was parallel to the thruster axis, Le. perpendicular to the
wedge's longitudinal axis (drift angle equal to 90 degrees).

Current Speed Number of Revolutions
(m/s) (l/s)
-0.478, -0.319, -0.159,
0.0, 0.159, 0.319, 0.478 -17.06, -12.79, -8.50,0.0,8.50,12.79,17.06

Table 3.24: test conditions for tunnel thruster in wedge-shaped hull

During these tests the longitudinal and transverse forces were measured which
were translated in the total longitudinal force, FL, the total transverse force, FT,
and the turning moment N z z •

Also the thrust of the entire unit Tu was measured, Le. the thrust delivered by
the combination of propeller, hub and vertical drive, see Section 2.4.2. Further also
the torque in the hub Q was measured.

For the considered inflow angle the longitudinal force and turning moment are not
very relevant on account of the symmetry of the hull with respect to the vertical plane
through the tunnel center line. They only serve to indicate if a stable asymmetrical
flow can exist in certain conditions.

3.6.3.2 Tests for a hopper dredger fitted with a tunnel thruster

Tests were performed on a typical hopper dredger fitted with one bow tunnel thruster
unit. The particulars for the tested configuration are given in Section A.3.

Table 3.25 lists the test conditions for the hopper dredger with the tunnel thrus
ter. Note that variations in water depth, current velocity and current direction were
covered.

3.6.3.3 Tests for a ferry fitted with a tunnel thruster

Tests were also performed on a typical ferry fitted with one bow tunnel thruster
unit. The particulars for the tested configuration are given in Section A.I.

Table 3.26 lists the test conditions for the ferry with the tunnel thruster. Note
that variations in thruster RPM, current velocity and current direction were covered.
All tests refer to deep water.
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Drift Current Number of Water Depth/
Angle Speed Revs Draft Ratio
(deg) (m/s) (l/s) (-)
30, 45, 60, 90, 120, 150,
210, 225, 240, 270, 300, 330 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 0,25.0 00

0, 15, 180, 195 0,0.2,0.7,1.1,1.4,1.7 0,25.0 00

30, 45, 60, 90, 120, 150,
195, 210, 225, 240, 270, 300 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 0,25.0 2.5
0, 15, 180, 330 0, 0.2, 0.7, 1.1 0,25.0 2.5
15, 30, 45, 60, 90, 120, 150,
195, 210, 225, 240, 270, 300, 330 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.5 0,25.0 1.25
0, 180 0, 0.2,0.7, 1.1 0,25.0 1.25

Table 3.25: test conditions for tunnel thruster in a hopper dredger

Drift
Angle
(deg)
15, 30, 45, 60, 90, 120,
150, 210, 240, 270, 300,
315, 330, 345
0, 180

Current
Speed
(m/s)

0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6
0,0.1,0.2,0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6
1.0, 1.4

Number of
Revolutions
(1/s)

0,20,25

-25, -20, 0, 20, 25

Table 3.26: test conditions for a ferry and a container vessel with a tunnel thruster

3.6.3.4 Tests for a container vessel fitted with a tunnel thruster

This test series was performed on a typical container vessel fitted with one bow
tunnel thruster unit. The particulars for the tested configuration are given in Sec
tion A.2.

Table 3.26 lists the test conditions for the container vessel with the tunnel thrus
ter. Note that variations in thruster RPM, current velocity and current direction
were covered and that the same test program as for the ferry was performed. All
tests again refer to deep water.

3.6.4 Discussion of calculations

3.6.4.1 Calculations for a two-dimensional wedge with a tunnel thruster

For this simple case calculations were performed for one inflow speed (V = 0.319
m/s) and a variety of thrust levels. The imposed thrust levels for the schematized
impeller ranged from Tp =320 N to Tp = -320 N which values are approximately
twice the current force on the wedge subjected to the same inflow speed but without
an operating thruster. Note that the adjusted thrust is different from the normally
used total side force value since in the latter also the hull contribution to the force
is included. For bollard pull this hull contribution can theoretically be 50 % of the
total force, see e.g. Norrby etal [29] and strongly depends on tunnel length, tunnel
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thrust

fairing etc, see Taniguchi etal [52]. For the present case the tunnel length is zero,
tunnel fairing is absent and the hull contribution to the total bollard pull is less than
10 %.

The reference case is the one with the plate subjected to the inflow and the
thruster opening closed. The pressure distribution (in terms of dimensionless Gp
coefficient) and velocity vector diagram for this case are very similar to the results
reported for the flat plate in Chapter 2.

It can be argued that the reference case is rather formed by the flat plate without
a thruster but with the tunnel opening present. However in terms of total side force
on the plate the differences are insignificant as can be seen in e.g, Hoerner [69]. This
was confirmed by a subsequent calculation with the hole in the plate while setting
the thrust at zero. Obviously there is a some change of the pressure distribution in
the immediate vicinity of the opening.

Subsequently the thrust was varied from large negative to large positive values.
The corresponding side force Fy on the plate was determined by pressure integration.
The difference between this force and the current force (Le. the force at zero thrust)
is the force induced on the plate by the action of the thruster, see Section 3.1.
Figure 3.68 shows both the calculated total and induced force on a basis of impeller
thrust (Figure 3.68a) as well as this induced force as a fraction of the thrust on the
basis of the thrust normalized by the current force, Figure 3.68b.

It is common procedure to plot the tunnel thruster side force for a ship with
forward speed on the basis of the dimensionless speed, Le. the ship speed normalized
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(3.51)

with the thruster jet speed, see Chislett etal [42J:

VS
m=--

Jp~P
While this is found to result in side force effectivities which lie in a moderately
narrow band for the many cases studied for forward speed, it remains to be seen if
this is the correct parameter for assessing the effectivity for cases such as considered
here. For the forward ship speed problem the induced force is dominated by the jet
deflection which is indeed a function of this speed ratio, see e.g Margason [83]. For
the present problem deflection can be expected to play a minor role and the induced
force may well be related to the influence region of the thruster. On the suction
side of the propeller this is probably determined by the thrust whereas on the exit
side the jet-flow interaction plays an important role which is largely governed by the
ratio of the jet and ambient velocities. This automatically leads to the fact that the
propeller diameter is an important factor to consider.

Also since probably the jet influence region is important, the relative size of
this region compared to the overall plate or hull size must be considered. For the
bow thruster forward speed problem this is irrelevant since the current force is zero
anyway. However for larger drift angles, the plate size plays an important role. It is
then probably no longer possible to express the thrust degradation only by a single
parameter such as the speed ratio m.

The above figures show significant effectivity changes with changing thrust lev
els. The reason for these changes can be seen if the flow details are considered.
Figure 3.69 shows the pressure coefficient and velocity vector diagram for a thrust
opposing the current force, T=-160 N, Le. approximately 90 % of the current force.
At this thrust value, where the thruster jet is directed with the inflow, the resistance
of the plate increases by some 45 %. In other words in this condition it is significantly
more demanding to maintain the position of such an (admittedly unrealistic) ship.
As the figures show the flow is strongly affected by the presence of the thruster.

Figure 3.70 shows the Gp-curves for a selected number of negative thrust values.
Taking these figures together it is clear that although the pressure is changed at
the suction side, i.e. on the face of the plate, the dominant change occurs on the
downstream side, Le. the side where the thruster jet issues in the more or less
stagnant flow in the wake of the plate. Apparently the jet reduces the pressure on
that side. This will in part be caused by the entrainment into the jet which impairs
the recirculation of the flow in the wake of the plate thus preventing some of the
pressure recovery to occur. Also the presence of the jet will leave less space for
the recirculation region which must therefore restrict itself to a smaller area which
furthermore reduces pressure recovery.

The pressure on the upstream side is reduced somewhat which contributes fa
vourably to the thruster-hull interaction. However this minor improvement is more
than offset by the large detrimental effect on the downstream side. It is seen that
symmetry is preserved very well for these conditions and the solution of the calcu
lations was stable.
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An altogether different situation arises if the thruster blows opposite to the
inflow, i.e. for positive thrust values. This is similar to an initially stationary
ship attempting to move with the current or to a ship in a turn where the vessel
drifts such that the ambient flow comes in on the suction side of the thruster. This
situation can also occur while station keeping in wind and tidal current where these
two are directed opposite to one another and the thrusters are used to counteract
the dominant wind force. Nevertheless this situation is of somewhat less relevance
for practical situations.

Figure 3.71 shows the main flow particulars for a positive thrust value (Tp = 160
N), i.e. a jet opposing the inflow. The velocity vector plot shows that the propeller
jet is assuming an unsymmetric pattern despite the symmetry of the inflow and the
situation. This is not unexpected since for this two-dimensional situation pressure
equalization between the left and right hand side cannot take place and once the jet
assumes a small angle with respect to the Y-axis this angle will only increase until
a stable flow develops. Indeed the computed flow was found to be stable even for a
large number of iterations.

The vector plot already points to the fact that the jet tends to shield the plate
from the ambient inflow. This is especially clear from the Gp-distribution shown in
the figure which exhibits low pressures on the right hand side and significantly higher
pressures on the other side. This means that the force on the plate is decreased by
the action of the thruster or conversely a low effectivity of the thruster. Also it is
clear that the point of application of the side force will shift towards the left hand
side. For a realistic three-dimensional situation it is doubtful if this will arise since
then pressure equalization can take place around the jet.

The pressure on the back side of the plate is also affected by the thruster action:
the pressure is reduced leading to an increased resistance. As Figure 3.68 already
showed the shielding effect prevails over the added pressure reduction on the back
side of the plate and the total lateral resistance of the plate diminishes with increas
ing thrust. Relative to the thrust however the resistance reduction is strongest for
thrust values of approximately 50 to 100 % of the plate resistance.

Figure 3.72 shows the corresponding pressure distributions on the plate for the
positive thrust values. They confirm the observed behaviour and once again point
to a growing shift in the point of application of the side force. This shift is con
firmed in Figure 3.73 which shows that the side force point of application moves to
approximately 25 % of the plate length showing that one side of the plate is almost
completely shielded off by the thruster jet.

3.6.4.2 Calculations for a two-dimensional flat plate with a bow thruster

The previous computational study referred to a flat plate in oblique flow with a
center-line thruster. To assess the influence of a drift angle another series of calcu
lations was performed for a plate with a tunnel thruster near the bow subjected to
a uniform inflow with variable direction.

Only one speed and one thrust level were considered whereas the inflow direction
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was varied to cover all possible directions. The underlying phenomena are similar
to those found for the two-dimensional plate with a cent er-line thruster and can be
understood by considering the flow around the plate.

Figure 3.74 shows the local flow (velocity vectors and pressure) induced by the
two-dimensional thruster if the inflow is parallel to the plate. The figure shows the
deflection of the slipstream and the suction on the tunnel entry side causing the flow
just upstream of the plate to be directed at a small incidence angle relative to the
plate. A thin recirculation zone is seen to arise in the shadow of the deflected jet.

In conformity with these results the local pressure distribution exhibits high
pressure areas upstream of the tunnel exit and downstream of the tunnel entry. Low
pressure areas are found downstream of the jet exit and upstream of the jet entry.
The low pressure regions are more extensive than the high pressure regions and in
total a suction force is found opposite to the thrust. This is in conformity to the
usual observation of reduced thruster effectivity for the forward speed condition.

Figure 3.75 shows the same information, Le. vector diagram and pressure coef
ficient, for the two-dimensional stern thruster at forward speed or the bow thruster
in astern speed. A higher pressure arises now on the upstream side of the jet exit
and low pressure regions are observed on the jet entry side and downstream of the
jet exit. Compared to the previous case the low pressure area is less extensive with
a relatively higher pressure. This leads to a smaller suction force and thereby a re
duced thrust degradation compared to the previous case. Again this is in agreement
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with the results found for bow thrusters in astern sailing conditions.
The previous two cases relate to a bow thruster at drift angle 13 =0 respectively

13 = 1800
• Calculations were carried out for the entire range of drift angles. The

corresponding thruster effectivity is shown in Figure 3.76 as a function of the drift
angle. This figure also shows the effectivity of the turning moment as a function of
drift angle 13.

Figure 3.77 shows the point of application of the total side force (i.e. current
force plus induced hull force plus thrust).

It is seen that the turning moment for 13 = 0 is considerably reduced by the
forward speed of the two-dimensional thin ship. Again looking at the calculated
pressure distribution, Figure 3.74 this is not surprising in view of the flow pattern.
Percentage-wise the reduction in effectivity is less than that for the side force. This
is caused by the changed pressure at the upstream side of the tunnel which gives an
increased effectivity and which is more dominant in view of its larger arm.

For 13 = 180 the turning moment effectivity is also reduced but, as for the side
force, less than for the 13 = 0 case. This is again in agreement with the observed
behaviour for a real ship.

For a 20 degree drift angle the local flow is shown in Figure 3.78. Results are
included for a closed stern tunnel, a stern thruster developing positive thrust, and a
stern thruster developing negative thrust. The latter case is the same as a positive
thrust at 13 = 3400

•

A comparison of the flow vectors shows that the difference between closed tunnel
and positive thrust seems small, except locally in the thruster vicinity. The same
applies to the negative thrust case. Comparing the pressure distributions shows
important differences in the tunnel vicinity and smaller differences elsewhere. It is
interesting to note that for T = 100 the region with lowest pressure is moved away
from the leading edge and away from the plate.
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To get a clearer image the difference in pressure coefficient Gpbetween closed tun
nel and working thruster is shown in Figure 3.79, for all considered cases. This figure
shows that invariably the thruster induced pressure is a very local phenomenon.

3.6.4.3 Calculations for a three-dimensional wedge with a tunnel thrus
ter

All previous cases show a simplified two-dimensional flow and although the presented
results do show some of the trends that can be expected as well as the underlying
reasons, it is useful to cover also some three-dimensional cases.

The first such example is the three-dimensional pendant of the previously covered
two-dimensional plate with a center-line thruster. The situation for this case is very
similar to that for some of the experiments to be discussed below. Again only one
inflow speed was considered and the thrust was varied.

Figure 3.80a shows the part of the hull force induced by the tunnel thruster,
Le. the total hull force reduced with the current force without a thruster operating.
As the figure shows a similar behaviour is found as for the two-dimensional case
although the force levels are widely different.

Figure 3.80b shows the related effectivity coefficients as a function of the nor
malized current force Fe/T. The results in this figure may be compared with the
case for which measurements are available, see below.
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The reason for this behaviour is similar as for the two-dimensional case as can
be seen from the results presented in Figures 3.81 to 3.83 which show the Cp·
distributions on both sides of the plate as well as the corresponding velocity fields.
The presented results refer to the cases with no thruster, thruster jet opposing the
inflow (Tp = 120 N) and thruster jet coflowing with the inflow (T" = -120 N).

As the vector plots show no appreciable asymmetry is observed even for the
counterflowing jet. This is at variance with the two-dimensional case but is not
unexpected as explained before.

3.6.4.4 Calculations for a three-dhnensional flat plate with a bow thrus
ter

The final computational case refers to the familiar situation of a bow thruster in a
ship at forward speed. It is of interest to see if the present computational tools are
capable of predicting the side force loss of a thruster in forward speed.

Calculations were performed for several speed-thrust combinations for a suitably
sized flat plate in deep unrestricted water. It is of interest also here to visualize the
pressure and velocity field. For a speed of 0.319 m/s and a thrust of T" = 40 N,
these are shown in Figure 3.84.

The figure shows the velocity vector plot in the horizontal plane through the
propeller axis and clearly indicates the expected jet deflection. Also the induced
flow on the entry side of the tunnel can be seen. The penetration depth of the jet
into the oncoming flow is seen to be rather small even for this ambient speed.
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Figure 3.84: velocity vector diagram and pressure coefficient distribution for a ship
with bow thruster in forward speed - V = 0.319 m/s, Tp = 40 N

Figure 3.85 shows the corresponding vector plot in a plane downstream of the
tunnel perpendicular to the plate. The plane is located at X = -1. 76 m. Further
away from the plate the jet is observed which is deflecting towards this perpendicular
plane. The entrainment into the jet is shown in the vertical velocities towards the
jet. Interesting to note is the flow around the lower end of the plate in the positive
Y -direction. This is caused by pressure equalization as can be seen in Figure 3.84.
This figure shows the pressure fields on the hull both on the tunnel suction side
(Y = -0.005 m) and the jet exit side (Y = 0.005 m).

On the suction side a high pressure region is obtained caused by the inward
curving flow impinging on the plate just downstream of the tunnel, This higher
pressure creates the flow recirculation around the plate's lower edge as remarked
before. Comparing the pressure on the suction side with that on the other side, it is
clear that the main factor for the thruster effectivity is the jet exit side. As found by
many other authors (e.g. English etal [23] and Cooper [38]) a lower pressure region
develops on that side mainly downstream of the jet.

An additional calculation was made with the thruster developing a torque and
thereby introducing swirl in the thruster jet. No appreciable effect of this torque
variation could be found.

The extent of the pressure region also suggests the benificial effect that an anti
suction tunnel may have, see Brix [44] or [45]. To confirm this a calculation was
carried out with a suitably sized hole immediately aft of the thruster tunnel opening.
The diameter of the AST was set at approx. 0.6 D as suggested by Brix and it was
located at approx. 1.55 D downstream ofthe thruster. The side force effectivity was
shown to change only by some 5 % for this particular case and the resultant local
pressure and velocity distributions are shown in Figure 3.86. While the side force
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reduction due to speed is clearly observed the effect of an AST although qualitatively
confirmed, is not found to be very effective for the calculated case. This can be
explained by the fact that the area where the AST is situated is not the area where
the lowest pressures occur. Rather it is located too far downstream to be effective.
This is in line with what would be expected from Brix' recommendations.

Figure 3.87 summarizes the effectivity of the thruster as a function of the common
speed ratio parameter. It also shows the shift of the point of application of the
induced hull side force as a function of the forward speed parameter. As a reference
the results of Chislett etal [42J are shown.

As the figure shows the extent of the loss of side force is predicted satisfactorily.
However the maximum loss occurs at a higher speed than found in the measure
ments. Part of the obtained deviations can be attributed to the crudeness of the
hull modelling. In a real situation the ambient speed at the thruster openings will
be higher compared to that for the flat plate on account of the hull thickness and
waterline divergence. This means that the thruster jet will be deflected more rapidly
and that the side force will accordingly drop quicker.
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3.6.5 Discussion of measurements
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Figure 3.86: local flow parameters for a ship
tunnel in forward speed

3.6.5.1 Tests for a tunnel thruster in a wedge-shaped hull

The tests were performed for a variety of ship speeds and propeller RPM's, see
Table 3.24. The tests with zero RPM can be considered as pure current force tests.
Strictly speaking this is not correct: also in this condition the thruster delivers a
thrust, or rather a resistance. However it is assumed in all cases discussed here that
this effect can be neglected. This is substantiated by the fact that the thrust for
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Figure 3.87: side thruster effeetivity and side force point of application for a ship
with bow thruster in forward speed

these conditions never exceeds roughly 3% of the total force on the hull section.
Figures 3.88 and 3.89 show the effectivity coefficients for the covered range of

inflow speed and number of revolutions. The coefficients are defined in Section 3.1.
Figure 3.88 shows that the thrust and torque of the impeller are affected by

speed in the usual manner. The influence is however limited on account of the low
speeds and do not explain the important loss in side force shown in Figure 3.89.

Figure 3.89 does not show any relation between the various conditions. By
replotting the results on a basis of the ratio between bollard thrust and current
force, a narrower band is obtained, see Figure 3.90. In these two figures GpTh is
plotted along the vertical coordinate. Although appreciable scatter is encountered
a clear trend can be discerned.

The agreement with the calculated results for the 3D wedge or the 2D wedge
is poor. It is observed that the calculated and measured trends are similar for the
cases where the thruster jet issues on the side of the incoming flow. The quantitative
differences are important and can be attributed to many reasons one of them being
the simplified modelling of the wedge hull form. If the thruster jet issues on the other
side in the recirculation region even the trends are not comparable. The trends for
2D and 3D calculations are similar however. This qualitative difference indicates
that the flow of a jet in a turbulent re circulating wake is poorly predicted. It is not
clear if a more refined modelling of the hull would alleviate this problem or that it
is rather related to grid fineness or turbulence modelling.
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Figure 3.90: results for tunnel thruster effectivity in a wedge-shaped hull

3.6.5.2 Tests for 3 ships fitted with a tunnel thruster

The tests were subjected to the same analysis as the previously mentioned wedge
results, see Section 3.I.

Figure 3.91 shows the impeller thrust and torque coefficients for a range of speeds
and drift angles. It can be seen that the impeller thrust is not heavily affected by the
inflow, especially for currents directed along the ship's axis. For perpendicular flow
both the thrust and the torque coefficient are behaving as for normal propellers. It
is clear from the presented results that the impeller operation is not the cause of all
observed thrust degradation effects, but that the origin of these effects must indeed
be found in the flow around the body.

Figure 3.92 shows the longitudinal induced force coefficient for a low RPM value
of 20 S-1 model value. The figure shows a very crude sinusoidal behaviour with an
amplitude depending on the ship speed. For the highest model speed of 0.6 m/s
the amplitude is approximately 0.06, i.e. 6% of the bollard thrust is found as an
induced longitudinal force in such a way that the ship's resistance is increased by
the thruster operation. For this particular case this 6% thrust corresponds to some
40% of the ship resistance at the same speed but without the thruster operation.

Comparing the previous results with those for a higher RPM, i.e. a higher bollard
thrust, see also Figure 3.92, seems to suggest that the H LC-coefficient decreases with
increasing tunnel thruster thrust. However as a fraction of the corresponding ship
resistance the induced force increases with bollard thrust.

Assuming as a reference that H LC varies as follows with the drift angle:

H LC = AllLccos{3 (3.52)

and determining the coefficient AllLC by a least squares fit yields the values for
AllLC as shown in Figure 3.93 as a function of model speed V and for both values
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Figure 3.93: value of AHLC as a function of model speed and thrust

of the bollard thrust.
As Figure 3.93 shows the coefficient AHLC is approximately linearly dependent

on the model speed and decreases with increasing bollard pull. Plotted on a basis
of VIV] (V] = .j2TI(pA)) a rather consistent trend is found.

Notable deviations from the sinusoidal behaviour are found in the drift angle
regions around {3 = 900 and 2700 • For both drift angles the bow thruster operation
causes the vessel to experience a forward force. The explanation of this forward force
must be sought in the induced pressures arising on the hull at the thruster location
in accordance with the numerical calculations reported previously. The thruster
action and the induced jet will cause a shift in the recirculation zone downstream
of the hull. Apparently the changed pressure distribution adds to a forward force
component. Since the changes in pressure distribution are rather local, it is expected
that a reduced pressure occurs in this case at the forward end of the ship. This is in
line with the pressure reduction which can be inferred from the measured interaction
on the transverse force.

The trends found for the container ship are confirmed by the results of the ferry,
see Figure 3.94. The amplitudes of the sinusoidal fit are included. in Figure 3.93 and
confirm the previous findings. The similarity between the 2 ships is striking.

The induced side force coefficient HDC is shown in Figure 3.95 for the container
vessel with respectively RPM = 20 ,,-1 and 25 ,,-1.

It is to be noted that on account of the definition of H DC its value at V =0,
is larger than 1. This arises since the hull gives a positive contribution to the total
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Figure 3.94: results for tunnel thruster effectivity for a ferry; CFL h coefficient

side force: there is an induced hull force already for V =0.
A somewhat irregular behaviour is found for both bollard pull levels, with a very

pronounced peak around f3 = 135° and less distinct peaks at f3 = 225° and 270°.
With increasing bollard pull the H DC-values have the tendency to reduce, a fact
confirmed by the results for a ferry, see Figure 3.96 The ferry results show similar
trends to the container vessel except for an additional peak in the f3 = 3300 range.

Although not valid for every single case, again the clear tendency is observed
that the H DC-values increase with increasing model speed. This and the fact that
H DC decreases with increasing thrust is in agreement with the well-known results
for tunnel thruster effectivity at forward speed. Note that these trends are confirmed
for f3 = 0 and f3 = 1800 for both vessels.

It is interesting to compare the results with those for the simple 2-D case of a
flat plate with a tunnel thruster in arbitrary inflow, see Section 3.6.4. The results
show that some qualitative agreement with the measurements is obtained with a
rather pronounced peak in the calculated effectivity for angles between 130 and 180
degrees. For drift angles between 180 and 30 degrees mostly positive values of the
interaction coefficient were found both in the calculations as well as in the measure
ments. Quantitatively any agreement is absent but it is seen that the calculations
can provide assistance in understanding the phenomena. Even a more quantitative
agreement is expected once the hull form is modelled in more detail.

Figure 3.97 shows that the induced turning moment coefficient H MC behaves
very similar to H DC. This shows that the point of application does not move
in a very erratic way and it supports the idea that the induced forces are a local
phenomenon rather that an effect caused by a completely changed flow around the
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Figure 3.96: results for tunnel thruster effectivity for a ferry; CF T h coefficient

entire body.
The trends with speed and thrust are again similar. Comparing the results with

those for the two-dimensional plate with bow thruster lead to similar conclusions as
discussed above.

For a typical hopper dredger the effect of water depth was investigated. Fig
ure 3.98a, b and c shows the H DC coefficient for 3 water depths HIT = 00, HIT =
2.5 and HIT = 1.25. Comparison of the figures clearly shows that the induced forces
become significantly larger with decreasing water depth. The peak at 13 = 1350 is
deepened roughly by a factor 2. Much more pronounced is the influence of water
depth on the values near 13 = 30° and 3300 • These values are multiplied by a factor
4 to 5 for the HIT = 1.25 compared to HIT = 00. The smaller the water depth
the more a two-dimensional situation is created. This will lead to a more important
contribution of the thruster jet since it becomes progressively more difficult for the
ambient flow to circumvent the jet: the jet will become a bigger obstacle having
more influence.
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Chapter 4

SUMMARY AND
CONCLUSIONS

4.1 Summary

The present work has covered subjects relevant for dynamic positioning and low
speed manoeuvring both from a design point of view as well as from the point of
view of operations.

The study is aimed at an analysis of thruster effectivity and has covered three
main subjects, Le.

• The development of the slip stream of a thruster;

• The effectivity of azimuthing thrusters; and

• The effectivity of tunnel thrusters.

The analysis was performed both with theoretical (numerical) as well as experi
mental tools. The computational analysis was carried out with a software package
specifically developed for the subjects of interest here. It is aimed at solving the
three-dimensional Reynolds equations for turbulent flow employing the k, E turbu
lence model. The solution procedure follows a finite-difference scheme and two
methods of determining the convected quantity are used, one employing the Hybrid
scheme and one employing the QUICK scheme.

The software is capable of calculating the detailed flow around an arbitrary num
ber of, possibly adjoining, blocks and actuators, given an arbitrary inflow direction.
Therefore it can be used for computations of the flow around single or multi-hulled
ships fitted with main propellers, rudders, tunnel thrusters, and azimuthing thrus
ters provided it is sufficient to model the hull by rectangular blocks and the actuators
by means of their force field. Shallow water and quay effects can be incorporated;
free-surface effects are left out of account.

The experimental analysis yields both detailed flow information for the thruster
slip stream employing state-of-the-art Laser-Doppler techniques as well as overall
forces induced by the various actuators.
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A detailed study was made of the behaviour of the thruster slip stream as af
fected by inflow speed, inflow direction and presence of a ship-like body. Both
measurements and experiments were presented. These were analysed such that sim
ple expressions were found for the jet spread, velocity decay, jet deflection etc as a
function of distance to the propeller.

Subsequently the effectivity of azimuthing thrusters was covered in some detail,
both looking into thruster-thruster interaction as well as thruster-hull interaction.
The thruster-hull interaction was studied for single-hull as well as twin-hull situa
tions. Insight was provided in the origin of the various interactions and relevant
information for design and or operational analysis was given.

Also the effectivity of tunnel thrusters was covered in some detail. This referred
to the effects of ship speed and current on the forces developed by a tunnel thruster.
Variations in ship shape, tunnel thruster power, water depth, relative current speed
and relative current direction were considered. Both measurements and calcula
tions were discussed. These gave both insight in the phenomena as well as relevant
information for design and operational analysis.

Based on this work the following conclusions can be formulated. These are
divided in the following topics:

• Conclusions for the computational tool developed for the present analysis;

• Conclusions relative to the behaviour of the slip stream of a thruster;

• Conclusions with regard to the effectivity of azimuthing thrusters; and

• Conclusions for the effectivity of tunnel thrusters.

Last but not least this chapter is concluded with suggestions for future work.

4.2 Computational Tool

1. The standard elliptic 3D time-averaged, constant density Navier Stokes equa
tion solver described here is capable of addressing a multitude ofaspects related
to low speed, stationary manoeuvers of simple-shaped bodies with arbitrary
actuators.

2. This computational tool is quite robust but CPU and RAM-demanding.

3. All considered cases reached a steady state solution without exhibiting the
tendency to diverge after a great many iterations.

4. The computational tool is shown to be capable of addressing

• simple bodies

• thrusters and propellers

• wall boundaries and other boundaries
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• shallow water

• varying speed and drift angle

5. The far-field velocity distribution in the slipstream may be calculated using
standard turbulent flow models achieving acceptable qualitative agreement.
However, more refined models are needed for a close fit of the measured results.

6. Quantitative agreement could not be obtained because of limitations in the
the turbulence model, grid resolution, numerical viscosity and body form de
scription.

7. Two-dimensional calculations already give some insight into the phenomena
that can be expected for complex 3D geometries.

8. Qualitative agreement may be obtained with this program for problems domi
nated by jet/inflow interactions. For topics where the interaction of the jet and
a recirculating zone (e.g. a wake) is most important this qualitative agreement
is more difficult.

9. The main strongpoint of applying this solver to complex problems such as
covered here, is the possibility to obtain increased insight.

4.3 Thruster Slip Stream

Based on the aforegoing results some general conclusions may be formulated regard
ing the thruster slip stream.

1. The propeller slipstream may be regarded as a modified turbulent jet.

2. Jet deflection around a curved body increases with decreasing velocity in the
jet (e.g. due to reduced thrust) and with increasing bilge radius.

3. The velocity field behind a ducted propeller behaves in a manner basically
similar to a turbulent jet. The velocity field may be divided into two zones:

• the initial zone called development zone;

• the fully developed zone.

4. The velocity field in the propeller wake exhibits a similarity similar to that
found for a free turbulent jet. Both the Schlichting and the Gortler function
which approximate the free jet axial velocity profile can also be used to repre
sent the axial velocity profile in the propeller wake. The normalized velocity
and jet width parameters used in this work allow the velocity similarity to be
extended to the potential core zone. Therefore, if Urn' Rm, Rhl' Rh2' U« are
known as a function of :1:, then the axial velocity at an arbitrary point in the
wake can be determined approximately.
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5. The effect of swirl introduced into the flow by the propeller is expected to
be one of the causes of the variation of Urn' Rrn and Rh2 with :1:, which is
different from the variations which are found in a free jet. However, also other
factors may be the cause for these differences such as the presence of a nozzle,
a very high turbulence degree caused by the propeller operation or the radially
varying velocity distribution over the propeller disk.

6. The axial velocity profile can be described in terms of four characteristic pa
rameters: Urn' Rm, Rh! and Rh2 which can determine the axial velocity field
completely.

• The variation of maximum axial velocity Urn with :I: can be expressed as
Urn/"Yj = a/:l:b• The measurements show that the change of Urn/Vj with
:I: follows approximately the :1:-1/3 power-law.

• The position of the maximum axial velocity, R rn, can be approximated
by a piece-wise linear function of e,

• The half width of the propeller wake can be expressed by using the
characteristic parameters Rh}, Rh2 and R rn in the following combina
tion Ri = Rhl + Rh2 - Rrn. Rh1 and Rrn represent the development of
the potential core zone. The Rh!, Rh2' R rn and Rj are approximately
proportional to the axial distance e,

7. The differences between the slipstreams of a 19A nozzle propeller and a 37
nozzled propeller are insignificant.

8. The development of a slipstream along a flat wall exhibits the same features
as a wall jet. A boundary layer develops, the maximum velocity moves slightly
towards the wall, the jet width grows somewhat faster in transverse direction
as opposed to the direction perpendicular to the wall.

9. The ambient velocity reduces the wake diffusion (wake width). The direction
of ambient velocity will change the propeller wake. The center of the wake
will deviate from the shaft cent er line when the direction of ambient flow is
not consistent with the shaft center line.

10. The strut influence is large. There are two kinds of strut influence. The first
one occurs only when the ambient velocity is not equal to zero and is caused by
that part of the vertical drive that is located outside of the propeller disk. This
influence region does not change its angular position with increasing distance
to the propeller.

The second strut influence is related to that part of the vertical drive located
within the propeller disk. This influence region resembles a helix with a pitch
which is proportional to the tangential velocities.

11. The detailed thruster house geometry has little influence on the far-field de
velopment of the thruster slipstream.
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trends. With such a module it would become possible to efficiently carry out sensi
tivity studies or to perform simulations of e.g. low-speed manoeuvres.

To reach this goal additional work is necessary especially to derive the influence
on the various interactions of factors such as ship size, thruster size, quay proximity,
shallow water etc. While measurement of all these factors would be prohibitive on
account of the many variables involved, calculation of these factors would be more
feasible since the insight obtained requires fewer calculations to be carried out.

At present the computational effort for each case is still enormous. However by
optimizing the code and with the advent of faster and cheaper computers soon these
calculations can be feasible even for more complicated cases.

Then it will be possible to investigate complex design areas such as propulsion
for DP and low-speed manoeuvring which until recently were not amenable for more
detailed analyses.
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Chapter 5

LIST OF SYMBOLS
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a,b
all
A
Ac\'
Aj

AI,j
c..
C,
Cp

CII

c.s:
o:
C1,C2

Cl'

D
EF
Id
F
FII

FII,B

G
GX
hp
.. le± 1I,J, 2"
J
le

KTp

KTu

KTn

constants
point of application of side force
propeller disk area
area of control volume CV
total cross-sectional area of a jet (r $ 3rh2)
area of the jet cross section hitting a body
fractional area coefficient, Cia = A I,j / A j

dimensionless lift coefficient
dimensionless pressure coefficient, Cp = S2~~~.2

dimensionless side force coefficient, CII = 1/2::2/-'1'

dimensionless resistance coefficient for jet hitting a body

dimensionless turning moment coefficient, Czz = 1/2~:~P'1'
turbulence model calibration factors
eddy viscosity constant, Vt = c/.le2

/ E

propeller diameter
velocity error function
Doppler frequency
force
side force
side force on the barge
rate of production of turbulent kinetic energy
total error function
distance of propeller axis to plate
indices of faces of control volume along e , y, z-coordinates
advance speed coefficient J = Vs/ nD
turbulent kinetic energy

propeller thrust coefficient K Tp = ~ p~~ [)4

unit thrust coefficient
nozzle thrust coefficient
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KQ
L
N
Nzz
n

n
P
Peor

Po
Po.rlD
ql
Q
r
r
rhl

rh2,rh

rje

r m

rrot.m

rO,rl,r2
R
Rb
Rhl

Rh2
Rj
Rm

S
S J.j;x, S J,j;z
Sj;x, s.;
T
Tp,Tn , Tu
T tot

T"
S",
U,V,W
fJ
U,V,W

UjUj

Uj<P

Ua

U estl West

Um

torque coefficient K Q = ~p,3 D5

chord length of plate, length of ship
number of velocity measurement points
turning moment about the vertical z-axis
number of revolutions of propeller
unit outward normal vector
pressure
pressure correction
undisturbed pressure
pitch ratio
average value of quantity q over face I
torque
radial coordinate
non-dimensional radial coordinate
inner half velocity radial coordinate where U = O.5(Um + Ua)
outer half velocity radial coordinate where U = O.5(Um +V.)
average jet radius
maximum axial velocity radial coordinate
radial coordinate at which Vi = Vim
jet radius constants
propeller radius R = O.5D
bilge radius
non-dimensional inner half velocity radial position
non-dimensional outer half velocity radial position
non-dimensional jet radius
non-dimensional maximum velocity radial position
swirl number
static moments of the jet volume flow hitting a body
static moments of the total jet volume flow
span of plate, draft of ship
propeller, duct, unit thrust
total thrust, T tot = Tu + T n
side force of thruster unit
source term for quantity <p
mean velocity component in e , y, a-direction
non-dimensional velocity parameter
fluctuating velocity components in z, y, z-direction
Reynolds stress for momentum equations
stress for quantity <p (k, €)
velocity U at propeller shaft center line
estimated values of U, W
maximumofU
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V
Va'"
Va""m
VCV
Vj
v; Vi
Va

Vim
V
z,y,z
Zl,Z2,Z3

Zjc, Zjc

Z/,jc,Z/,jc

Z.,Y., Za

Zp'YP,Zp

zp,rp, rPP
Yc,Zc

Z
Zh

Zm

Z
aj

aT
{3
6ij

~Z,~Y,~Z

~Zjc, ~Zjc

~rjc

e

P
(Tt/>

(TU, (TV, (Tw

T

velocity
velocity parallel to the jet-axis
maximum value of Vax
volume of control volume CV
initial velocity of propeller jet
radial, tangential velocity in jet cross-section
ambient velocity, advance speed
maximum tangential velocity
velocity vector, V = (U, V, W)
Carthesian space-fixed coordinates
Carthesian space-fixed coordinates (identical to e , y, z)
coordinates of jet cross-sectional volume flow center
coordinates of volume flow center of jet part that hits a second body
Carthesian ship-fixed coordinates
Carthesian propeller-fixed coordinates
cylindrical propeller-fixed coordinates
transverse, vertical location of jet center
dimensionless vertical coordinate
jet half width perpendicular to plate
z-coordinate of maximum jet velocity location
number of blades
angle of jet axis with e-axis
angle between propeller shaft (thrust direction) and Z or za-direction
drift angle
Kronecker symbol, 6ij = 0 for i t- j and 6ij = 1 for i = j
control volume sizes in z, y, z-direction
difference between jet volume flow centers
radial distance between jet volume flow centers
turbulent kinetic energy dissipation
continuity error
intersection angles between two laser beams
laser beam wave length
turbulent viscosity
density
turbulence model calibration factor for quantity rP
standard deviation of U,V, W
normalized turbulence intensity, T = .Jifu +vv +wwjUre /

convected quantity
cylindrical angle in plane perpendicular to jet-axis
volume flow through control volume CV
total volume flow through fluid domain
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Appendix A

SHIP MODELS

A.1 Ferry; Code S-F

The body plan of the ship (MARIN Model Nr 5650) is shown in Figure A.L The
main (model) particulars are listed in Table A.L This table also lists the actuator
arrangement. The arrangement of the tunnel thruster in the model is shown in
Figure A.2.

20 = FP

Figure A.l: body plan for ferry S-F

A.2 Container Vessel; Code S-CV

The body plan of the ship (MARIN Model Nr 5492) is shown in Figure A.3. The
main (model) particulars are listed in Table A.2. This table also lists the actuator
arrangement. The arrangement of the tunnel thruster is shown in Figure A.2.
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Figure A.2: tunnel thruster arrangement for ferry S-F

Particular Dimension Value
Length between pp (m) 9.835
Beam (m) 1.811
Draft (forward) (m) 0.412
Draft (aft) (m) 0.412
Block coefficient (-) 0.612

Particular Code See Location
Section x y I

Bow tunnel thruster P-4929 B.3 4.342 0.032 0.206
Rectangular drive T-AZI4 B.l 4.342 -0.033 0.206

Table A.l: main particulars for ferry S-F

Particular Dimension Value
Length between pp (m) 8.182
Beam (m) 1.465
Draft (forward) (m) 0.411
Draft (aft) (m) 0.438
Block coefficient (-) 0.599

Particular Code See Location
Section x y z

Bow tunnel thruster P-4929 B.3 3.586 0.032 0.15
Rectangular drive T-AZI4 B.l 3.586 -0.033 0.15

Table A.2: main particulars for container vessel S-CV
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Figure A.3: body plan for container vessel S-CV

A.3 Hopper Dredger; Code S-HD

The body plan of the ship (MARIN Model Nr 6779) is shown in Figure AA. The
main (model) particulars are listed in Table A.3. This table also lists the actuator
arrangement. The arrangement of the tunnel thruster for this model is shown in
Figure A.5.

Figure AA: body plan for hopper dredger S-HD
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STARBOARD
Frame 18.5

Figure A.5: tunnel thruster arrangement for hopper dredger S-HD

Particular Dimension Value
Length between pp (m) 5.476
Beam (m) 1.095
Draft (forward) (m) 0.457
Draft (aft) ((:/ 0.457
Block coefficient 0.848

Particular Code See Location
Section x y z

Bow tunnel thruster P-4929 B.3 2.327 0.032 0.218
Etectangular drive T-AZ14 B.l 2.327 -0.033 0.218

Table A.3: main particulars for hopper dredger S-HD
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A.4 Semi-Submersible; Code S-SSWV

The body plan of one of the hulls of the semi is shown in Figure A.6. The main
(model) particulars are listed in Table AA. For the tests reported here the semi
submersible was not fitted with any thruster, propeller or rudder.

ALL DIMENSiONS IN m

[.~- ..

~

Figure A.6: body plan for semi-submersible workover vessel S-SSWV

Particular Dimension Value
Length between pp (m) 4.104
Beam of each hull (m) 0.816
Draft (forward) (m) 0.640
Draft (aft) (m) 0.640
Block coefficient of each floater (- ) 0.668

Table AA: main particulars for semi-submersible workover vessel S-SSWV

A.5 Wedge-Shaped Hull; Code S-W

The body plan of this simplified ship hull section (MARlN Model Nr 6236) is shown
in Figure A.7. The arrangement of the thruster in the hull is also shown in this
figure. The main (model) particulars are listed in Table A.5. This table also lists
the actuator arrangement, if any.
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Figure A.7: body plan and thruster arrangement for wedge-shaped hull S-W

Particular Dimension Value
Length between pp (m) 1.5
Beam (m) 0.546
Draft (forward) (m) 0.508
Draft (aft) (m) 0.508
Block coefficient (-) 0.715

Particular Code See Location
Section x y z

Tunnel thruster P-4347 B.5 0.0 0.0 0.152
Rectangular drive T-AZ14 B.1 0.0 -0.065 0.152

Table A.5: main particulars for wedge-shaped hull S-W
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A.6 Barge with Various Bilges; Code S-BB

The body plan ofthis flat-bottomed barge to which various bilges could be connected
(MARlN Model Nr 6497) is shown in Figure A.8. The arrangement of the thrusters
under the barge is also shown in this figure. The main (model) particulars are listed
in Table A.6. This table also lists the actuator arrangement particulars.
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Figure A.8: body plan and thruster arrangement for barge with various bilges S-BB

Particular Dimension Value
Length between pp (m) 2.0
Beam (without bilges) (m) 0.920
Draft (forward) (m) 0.450
Draft (aft) (m) 0.450
Block coefficient (no bilges) (-) 1.0

Particular Code See Location
Section x y z

Azimuthing thruster P-4929 B.3 -0.400 var -0.110
Nozzle N-37 B.7 -0.400 var -0.110
Rectangular drive T-AZ14 B.l -0.400 var -0.110

Table A.6: main particulars for barge with various bilges S-BB
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A.7 Rectangular Flat Barge; Code S-RFB

The body plan of this flat-bottomed rectangular barge is shown in Figure A.9. The
arrangement of the thrusters under the barge is also shown in this figure. The
main (model) particulars are listed in Table A.7. This table also lists the actuator
arrangement particulars.
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Figure A.9: body plan and thruster arrangement for rectangular flat barge S.RFB

Particular Dimension Value
Length between pp (m) 7.5
Beam (m) 4.0
Draft (forward) (m) 0.3
Draft (aft) (m) 0.3
Block coefficient (no bilges) (-) 0.931

Particular Code See Location
Section x y z

Azimuthing thruster P-4944 BA -2.220 var -0.159
Nozzle N-37 B.7 -2.220 var -0.159
Rectangular drive T-AZ21 B.2 -2.130 var -0.159
Azimuthing thruster P-4944 BA var 0.690 -0.159
Nossle N-37 B.7 vac 0.690 -0.159
Rectangular drive T-AZ21 B.2 vac 0.690 -0.159

Table A.7: main particulars for rectangular flat barge S-RFB
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Appendix B

DRIVES, PROPELLERS AND
RUDDERS

B.1 Rectangular Drive 14 cm; Code T-AZ14

The thruster rectangular drive is shown in Figure RI. This drive admits the use
of various propellers but is used mostly in conjunction with 14 cm propeller and
nozzle.

1;= '20 mm "I
t----j

A-A

Figure B.l: rectangular drive geometry for azimuthing thruster T-AZI4
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B.2 Rectangular Drive 21 cm; Code T-AZ21

This rectangular drive is shown in Figure B.2. It is mostly fitted with propellers
and nozzles of approximately 21 cm diameter.

Figure B.2: rectangular drive geometry for azimuthing thruster T-AZ21

B.3 Propeller P-4929

The propeller geometry for this propeller, MARIN Propeller Number 4929, is shown
in Figure B.3.

B.4 Propeller P-4944

The propeller geometry for this propeller, MARIN Propeller Number 4944, is shown
in Figure BA.

B.5 Propeller P-4347

The propeller geometry for this propeller, MARIN Propeller Number 4347, is shown
in Figure B.5.
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Nozzle N-19A

The nozzle geometry of this common MARIN 19A duct is shown in Figure B.6.

8.83
0

Dimensions are given in percentage Of nozzle length

Figure B.6: nozzle geometry of duct N-19A

B.7 Nozzle N-37

The nozzle geometry of this common MARIN 37 duct is shown in Figure B.7.
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